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Introduction

In 2011, the Academic Law Libraries Special Interest Section of the American Association of Law Libraries created the Task Force on Identifying Skills and Knowledge for Legal Practice ("Task Force").¹ The Task Force was asked to "identify the current and future research skills that law school graduates need to succeed in legal practice."² In order to fulfill its charge, the Task Force focused on determining "how practicing attorneys conduct legal research."³ This data was compiled to "help law schools determine how to develop their curriculum to meet the research needs of their graduates."⁴

To this end, in 2011 and 2012, the Task Force created two surveys, one directed to practitioners and the other directed to law librarians,⁵ two distinct groups of researchers, to determine how practicing attorneys conduct legal research.⁶ The Survey on Identifying Skills and Knowledge for Legal Practice ("Practitioner Survey"), directed to practitioners, was distributed to alumni of the law schools where members of the Task Force were employed.⁷ The Task Force received 603 responses to the Practitioner Survey.⁸ One hundred and fifty (150) librarians responded to the Survey on Identifying Skills and Knowledge for Legal Practice – Librarian ("Librarian Survey").⁹ While the Librarian Survey is not the primary subject of this report, many themes identified in the practitioner qualitative data appear in the librarian qualitative data. Some of these comments are included here to illustrate the degree to which these concerns resonate across the legal research landscape.

The Practitioner Survey was divided into four parts and composed of 13 questions.¹⁰ The first four questions solicited responses from practitioners regarding their demographics, including

---

³ Practitioner Survey Final Report, supra note 1, at 1.
⁴ Current Charge, supra note 2.
⁶ Practitioner Survey Final Report, supra note 1, at 1-2.
⁷ Id. at 2.
⁸ Id.
⁹ Librarian Survey Final Report, supra note 5, at 4.
their state of practice, size of law office, nature of practice, and number of years in practice.\textsuperscript{11} The second part of the Practitioner Survey sought to determine how the respondents engaged in the research process.\textsuperscript{12} These questions asked the respondents to identify the percentage of time each respondent conducts legal research per week, research strategies employed and how often, and research tools used and the frequency of use.\textsuperscript{13} The third section of the survey concentrated on the different types of resources used, focusing on both print and electronic sources.\textsuperscript{14} The final section of the survey sought to ascertain the research skills of recent law school graduates, asking practitioners who regularly worked with recent law school graduates to rate how well recent law school graduates perform various components of legal research and use particular resources, whether "very well", "moderately well", "adequately", "poorly", or "unacceptably."\textsuperscript{15} This question addressed recent graduates’ competency with respect to the use of particular sources, such as statutes, regulations, and administrative decisions, as well as broader topics including recent graduates’ ability to think critically and conduct cost-effective research.\textsuperscript{16} The quantitative responses from the Practitioner Survey (questions 1-12) were reported in June 2013 by the Task Force in \textit{A Study of Attorneys’ Legal Research Practices and Opinions of New Associates’ Research Skills} (“Practitioner Survey Final Report”).\textsuperscript{17}

The final question of the Practitioner Survey sought to elicit qualitative responses from survey participants by allowing them to answer the open-ended question “Are there any further comments you would like to share regarding legal research in practice?”\textsuperscript{18} Ninety-eight (98) of the Practitioner Survey respondents provided comments in response to this final open-ended question.\textsuperscript{19} The responses to the open-ended question were far fewer than the 603 quantitative responses to the Practitioner Survey. As such, the comments from the open-ended question cannot be extrapolated to represent all practitioners. Instead, the limited number of qualitative responses to the Practitioner Survey are meant to provide depth and further explanation to the quantitative data. These ninety-eight (98) qualitative responses are the focus of this report. The Librarian Survey also included an open-ended question: “Are there any further comments you would like to share regarding legal research in practice?”\textsuperscript{20}

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext[11]{See id.}
\footnotetext[12]{See id.}
\footnotetext[13]{See id.}
\footnotetext[14]{See id.}
\footnotetext[15]{See id.}
\footnotetext[16]{See id.}
\footnotetext[17]{Practitioner Survey Final Report, supra note 1.}
\footnotetext[18]{Practitioner Survey Instrument, supra note 10.}
\footnotetext[19]{This report is not intended to be comprehensive report of all comments to question 13 of the Practitioner Survey, as some of the comments were personal remarks or did not otherwise further the goals of the Task Force.}
\end{footnotes}
Forty-five (45) respondents provided comments to this final question; however, to date, the Task Force has not analyzed or reported on the qualitative data from the Librarian Survey.\textsuperscript{21}

The Task Force understands the importance of capturing qualitative data about the research practices of practitioners and the legal research skills of recent law school graduates due to the limited literature discussing such data. One of the few surveys of practitioners on the legal research skills of recent law school graduates to include qualitative data was conducted by Sanford Greenberg who surveyed Chicago-area attorneys in 2007.\textsuperscript{22} Greenberg’s survey yielded 200 valid responses.\textsuperscript{23} While the Greenberg survey sought to obtain much needed data, it was limited to a single geographic area (Chicago area lawyers) and not published.\textsuperscript{24} As a result of not being published, it cannot be readily determined whether Greenberg’s survey included qualitative responses. The limited number of other surveys on the research practices and skills of recent law school graduates seek responses from librarians\textsuperscript{25} or are limited to a particular research platform (i.e., digital resources).\textsuperscript{26} With respect to the research practices of practitioners themselves who have not recently graduated from law school, again there is limited qualitative data available.\textsuperscript{27} One study conducted by Thomson West in 2006 and 2007 interviewed partners in law firms to determine “essential law firm research skills.”\textsuperscript{28} The results from these interviews show that attorneys are unfamiliar with subject-specific resources and how to use state administrative codes and perform legislative history.\textsuperscript{29}

As a first step in analysis, several members of the Task Force independently read through the content of each of the comments received. The purpose at this preliminary stage was to get a sense for how the respondents had used the opportunity for communication the open-ended question represented, and to look for themes in that content. The next step consisted of developing a set of coding categories to assign to portions of the text in order to facilitate

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item[\textsuperscript{21}] The Task Force has not reported on or analyzed the librarian qualitative data because 50 comments are too few to add much depth to the discussion about practitioners’ research practices.
\item[\textsuperscript{23}] See \textit{id.}
\item[\textsuperscript{24}] See \textit{id.} at 306.
\item[\textsuperscript{25}] See \textit{id.} at 302, 307 (citing Joan S. Howland & Nancy J. Lewis, \textit{The Effectiveness of Law School Legal Research Training Programs}, 40 J. LEGAL EDUC. 381, 390 (1990); Bill Taylor, \textit{The Research Needs of Younger Lawyers: Report on Interviews, Recent Surveys, and Recent Articles} 3 (2005)).
\item[\textsuperscript{26}] See \textit{id.} at 306, 310 (citing the American Bar Association Technology Report that received 800 responses in 2008 but was limited to “online legal research habits.”).
\item[\textsuperscript{27}] See Joseph D. Lawson, \textit{What About the Majority? Considering the Legal Research Practices of Solo and Small Firm Attorneys}, 106 LAW LIBR. J. 377 (2014)(This article compares the results from the Practitioner Survey with results from a survey of practitioners who are members of the Fort Bend County, Texas, Bar Association. The local survey included two open-ended questions but Lawson’s article does not specifically address the results of these questions. Rather, Lawson provides an in-depth discussion of the quantitative results from the local survey that found that solo and small firm practitioners “appeared to use fee-based online resources far less frequently than [respondents to the Practitioners Survey].” \textit{id.} at 379.).
\item[\textsuperscript{28}] Meyer, \textit{supra} note 22, at 305.
\item[\textsuperscript{29}] See \textit{id.}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
additional analysis and discussion, guided by the Task Force’s goals of (1) determining the legal research skills that law students and recent graduates should possess to be successful in practice and (2) developing legal research curricula to further law students’ legal research skills.\textsuperscript{30} Specifically, each meaningful text fragment contained in a comment, judged against those research goals, was coded into one or more of the six categories discussed below, using a combination of “descriptive coding,” “values coding,” and “evaluation coding.”\textsuperscript{31} Multiple codes were assigned to the same or overlapping text fragments in some instances where applicable.\textsuperscript{32} Miscellaneous personal remarks and comments about the respondent’s alma mater were not viewed as meaningful for purposes of this analysis, and were disregarded.

In group 1, thirty (30) respondents commented about the value of free and low cost sources for conducting legal research. The second group of twenty eight (28) respondents commented negatively about the research practices of law students and recent graduates. Group 3, comprised of seventeen (17) respondents, indicated the value of legacy technology, particularly print. A fourth group of fifteen (15) respondents made comments about the value of secondary sources. A fifth group of respondents (13 in all) commented about the value of state or practice specific materials. A final group of respondents (28 in total) commented about the Practitioner Survey instrument itself, or about some aspect of their own research or legal practices that might have some bearing on how they responded to questions on the practitioner survey.

In many cases, the qualitative survey data mirrored the quantitative data set forth in the Practitioner Survey Final Report. For example, the quantitative survey data from the Practitioner Survey Final Report shows that over 40% of recent law school graduates conduct research of legislative histories, administrative decisions, and non-legal sources “poorly” or “unacceptably.”\textsuperscript{33} One comment to the open-ended question noted recent graduates’ deficiency with respect to legislative and administrative research: “[New law school graduates] rarely go to sources beyond case law or statutes unless requested. Legislative history, governmental opinion letters, statute annotations, are good sources of information that they do not typically use.” Similarly, another respondent stated that “I think law schools really need to improve in the statutory/administrative/legislative history research area.” In addition, the quantitative survey data from the Practitioner Survey Final Report shows that only 28% of recent law school graduates engage in cost-effective research.\textsuperscript{34} A respondent commented to the open-ended question about the need for cost-effective research: “I work in-house — my

\textsuperscript{30} Practitioner Survey Final Report, \textit{supra} note 1, at 1.
\textsuperscript{31} Johnny Saldaña, \textit{THE CODING MANUAL FOR QUALITATIVE RESEARCHERS} (2009).
\textsuperscript{32} For instance, a text fragment in a comment that criticized a student for not using secondary sources would be coded as both an instance of a respondent valuing secondary sources, and one complaining about the practices of students or recent graduates in using available tools and resources. This practice, alternately described as “simultaneous coding,” “double coding,” co-occurrence coding,” “multiple coding,” or “overlap coding,” is recognized and accepted in the qualitative research literature. Saldaña, \textit{id.}, at 6, 23-24, 62-63.
\textsuperscript{33} Practitioner Survey Final Report, \textit{supra} note 1, at 84-85, 88.
\textsuperscript{34} \textit{Id.} at 88.
non-lawyer colleagues don’t want 20 pages of Blue Book citations – they need cost-effective, timely practical solutions. I need to get the right answer from Free sources-online and through relationships with my colleagues.”

Responses from each of the coding groups discussed above will be explained in more detail below.

Qualitative Responses

1. The Value of Free and Low Cost Sources

The respondents to the practitioner survey reported using free internet resources “frequently” (30.7%) or “very frequently” (30.7%). These respondents also suggest concern that new associates do not know how to use these tools effectively. Over 30% of respondents noted new associates perform cost-effective research poorly or unacceptably. A similar number reported poor or unacceptable use of an online service other than Westlaw or Lexis, which would include free and low cost sources, the focus of this section of the report.

The qualitative comments shed some light on both the use of free and low cost sources as well as the need for training in these materials. Thirty (30) practitioner respondents made comments indicating they value free and low cost sources, more than one third of those who submitted substantive comments. There is a strong statistically significant negative relationship between firm size and the likelihood that a respondent commented favorably about the value of free or low cost alternatives: generally, the smaller the firm, the more likely a respondent commented about depending on such resources, that many other attorneys do so, or that students need to learn about free or low cost alternatives to Westlaw and Lexis. Solo attorneys and those from firms of five attorneys or fewer were significantly more likely to make such comments than those in medium or large firms.

The qualitative data tracks with the quantitative data presented in the Practitioner Survey Final Report. As noted above, a clear majority of the respondents reported using free internet resources “frequently” (30.7%) or “very frequently” (30.7%). Paralleling the qualitative data,

35 Responses are set forth in multiple categories as applicable. See also supra note 32.
36 Practitioner Survey Final Report, supra note 1, at 32.
37 Id. at 88.
38 Id. at 91.
39 It should be noted, conversely, that five (5) practitioners who submitted comments, made positive comments about the value of Westlaw or Lexis.
40 Practitioner Survey Final Report, supra note 1, at 32.
analysis of the quantitative data demonstrated that “frequency of using free internet resources for legal research decreases as size of the office increases.”

Specific free and low cost resources identified in the comments included government websites, Fastcase, materials available through bar associations, Google Scholar, blogs, and bulletin boards. Bar resources, which often include Fastcase or Casemaker, were most often mentioned, perhaps because the attorney survey did not specifically name these sources in the series of questions on “specific free internet sources.” (See below for more attention to bar resources in specific.)

This example comment contextualizes the need for free and low cost resources:

> At the top schools, there’s still too much emphasis on writing 20 page Blue Booked memos – rather than practical, useful pieces. I work in-house — my non-lawyer colleagues don’t want 20 pages of Blue Book citations – they need cost-effective, timely practical solutions. I need to get the right answer from free sources – online and through relationships with colleagues.

The Practitioner Survey Final Report also demonstrated a fair amount of concern regarding new associates’ abilities to use these resources, as noted above. A substantial number of practitioner respondents reported negatively regarding new associates’ abilities both to perform cost-effective research and to use online services other than Westlaw or Lexis.

The qualitative comments include apt statements supporting this point:

> One of the growing databases used by many attorneys, especially those of us in small firms is Fastcase. This service is typically provided free through state bar websites. It is cost effective and almost as good as Westlaw or Lexis. It was not mentioned in the survey at all. Access to free databases is important to small firms and I would suggest greater emphasis on these site [sic]. The problem I encountered in transitioning from Law School to practice was that because you had complete and free access to everything on West and Lexis in school, you never learned how to research with limited or no access to them which is what you’ll experience in many instances after graduation. ...

> Teach us (I’m a recent grad myself) how to conduct research effectively without relying on Westlaw or Lexis. I work at a small firm that cannot afford either, so I’m scrambling to find other cites and resources online (as well as in print).

41 Id.
The qualitative data from the Librarian Survey indicate shared views, although as described in the introduction, that data did not yield statistical significance. Here are two examples of law librarian concern that new associates lack mindfulness about research costs and are unaware of free and low cost alternatives:

_In the law firm setting for recent law school graduates, the culture shock of NOT having free access to online legal research is very difficult for them to accept._

_In general, new associates do not understand billing or billable hours, cost recover, let alone the cost of online resources. Most need to learn other, free or low cost databases, not hours and hours of Wexis. They need to be taught FREE AND LOW COST databases. They need to have an awareness that many other databases other than WEXIS are available and how to find them, how to determine if they are authoritative._

Both librarians and lawyers, then, seem interested in free and low cost sources as well as in training with these sources. This data suggests that smaller and solo firms in particular value these kinds of sources. One possible explanation for smaller firms’ emphasis on these sources is that smaller firms and solo attorneys have smaller budgets, and many of them rely on free and low cost resources to reduce overall research costs. As clients become less willing to pay for research costs, larger firms may begin to seek out free and low cost resources more aggressively. Because attorneys pay for bar resources through their bar dues, use of bar materials may maximize a necessary expenditure. In states with voluntary bar associations, the offering of research materials may promote membership; attorneys who join such associations may seek to maximize a relatively lower cost resource.

A possible explanation for practitioners’ and law librarians’ concern about training in these resources is that law school graduates are increasingly beginning their careers in solo and small practices, making those types of practitioners more likely to note the need for skill in using free and low cost resources.

The increasing number of free and low cost sources may further exacerbate the need for this skill. For example, Casetext and Ravel Law both debuted after the survey was drafted. As free and low cost resources multiply, law schools face a growing challenge to incorporate these tools, especially in light of limited instruction time. Nevertheless, the quantitative and qualitative data this survey has yielded suggest that law schools should increase instructional efforts regarding free and low cost sources.

---

42 Task Force Librarian Survey Qualitative Responses (see Appendix C).
2. Negative Comments about Research Practices of Law Students and Recent Law School Graduates

Question #12 of the Practitioner Survey asked attorneys who work with recent law school graduates to rate their performance in eighteen components of legal research, from developing an effective research plan to finding non-legal information.\(^{43}\) For all of the legal research components, at least a majority (51%) of respondents rated recent graduates’ performance as either “adequate” or better.\(^{44}\) However, the percentages of those rating their performance as either “poor” or “unacceptable” were highest for researching legislative history (47.7%); researching regulations; and researching administrative decisions (both 44%).\(^{45}\) These were followed by finding non-legal information (43.3%); knowing when to stop researching (42.3%); and performing cost-effective research (37.7%).\(^{46}\) For only two components of legal research--researching case law (64.3%) and updating legal sources with a citator (60.3%)--did at least 60% of respondents’ rate recent graduates as performing either “moderately well” or “very well.”\(^{47}\) In only two more skills did at least 50% rate recent graduates as performing either “moderately well” or “very well”: understanding the difference between statutes and regulations and using Westlaw efficiently.\(^{48}\) The paragraphs below focus on the open-ended comments submitted by respondents to the survey (Question #13), and what additional light these may shed upon the deficiencies observed by practitioners and their recommendations for law school curriculum development.

Interestingly, regulations, administrative sources, and/or legislative history were mentioned in very few of the open-ended comments to Question 13, and only two of these comments specifically complained about recent graduates or law students not using or understanding these resources. However, a primary area of complaint reflected in the practitioner comments was a general lack of critical acumen, context, focus, and efficiency brought to the research process by their new associates, interns, and clerks.

Of the 98 practitioners who provided one or more comments in response to Question 13, 17 of them (or 18%) listed complaints about the research skills of recent graduates that involved the application of their minds to the research process--their habitual thought processes and strategy choices in conducting legal research. This number also represents slightly over 60% of the 28 respondents who commented negatively about any aspect of student and recent graduate research practices.

\(^{43}\) Practitioner Survey Instrument, supra note 10.
\(^{44}\) Practitioner Survey Final Report, supra note 1, at 77-94.
\(^{45}\) Id. at 83-85.
\(^{46}\) Id. at 88, 93-4.
\(^{47}\) Id. at 81, 87.
\(^{48}\) Id. at 86, 89.
Practitioners’ complaints about the thought process and patterns habitually used by new attorneys and law student interns can be roughly divided into four often intersecting problem areas involving thoroughness, focus, and context: (1) lack of thoroughness in understanding the client problem before researching and in finding the relevant and correct supporting case law; (2) missing or ignoring the factual, legal, and case-specific adversarial context in reading the language found in cases, in analyzing specific issues, in applying specific case law holdings to the client problem, and in analogizing creatively from the larger body of available case authority to find support for the client’s position; (3) lack of creativity in constructing thoughtful, result-oriented word searches; and (4) ending research prematurely as soon as a case with “good language” or a holding (for or against the client) on point is found, without exploring further relevant case law to meet the research assignment objectives in support of the client’s legal position.

The following comments illustrate the frustration felt by respondents in their everyday practice when encountering these less-than-satisfactory approaches to legal research:

_I find that young lawyers tend to only read the part of the case that pops up on the search screen, thus missing important context._

_Most new law school graduates I have worked with are not thorough enough. They find a case they think is on point and then stop. They do not review enough cases and do not make sure the on-point case they found is the current standard._

_Too often, finding SOMETHING is the goal, not finding what’s best._

_In my experience, new grads and law students (clerks) do not ask enough questions before, during, or after completing an assignment. This frequently results in mediocre work product that does not apply to the issue at hand. On several occasions many of the issues discussed with the individual were not addressed and the individual ignored the request to report periodically for progress checks and feedback to get the research on track._

_The problem I continually encounter is that first year associates cite a case because it has ‘good language’, regardless of the outcome of the case. ….. [T]hey need to cite the cases that not only have ‘good language’ (e.g., language setting out the proposition) but actually come out in their client’s favor. Even if ‘THE’ case is one that comes out against the client, the student should learn to find and cite to other cases that actually support their client’s position. I am also surprised at how infrequently first year associates pull the cases cited within the cases they cite to--this should be standard operating procedure, to get as fulsome a lay of the land as possible._
A problem is their inability to imagine and find analogous cases or cases representing general principles outside the particular field in which they’re working. In other words, if I say ‘find some cases that stand for the principle that litigants may not maintain inconsistent positions in different forums in matters involving the same parties’ or ‘the principal that otherwise confidential material may be used to impeach,’ they are at a stand.

Only practice makes one efficient and effective in doing legal research. Be creative in using words and phrases. Many times the courts use a phrase or words which we do not use in daily life. Try using as many words and phrases as possible in trying to snag a line of cases.

Eleven (11) of the practitioner complaints about the research practices of recent graduates and law student specifically focused on their lack of ability to select the most appropriate tool or resource for the research problem at hand. Two examples follow.

I think that students need to have good basic understanding of the pros/cons of using hard copy materials that would normally be in a law office library. I have found increasingly that students default solely or almost exclusively to online searches (google or paid databases) without understanding that for some topics, using key cites or annotated compilations can be far more efficient in targeting research results.

It usually takes 3-4 years to get associates to forget everything they were taught in their legal research class and start using their minds to figure out how to research something without resorting to broad-based open ended and largely useless while expensive searches on either Westlaw or LEXIS, depending on which source the law school pushed them to use. 90% of what we do day in and day out as attorneys is already in a treatise or secondary source, which at the very least will get a researcher started most of the way to the answer and/or at least a citation to the critical cases, and law students know nothing about these sources.

Mirroring these practitioner comments are these complaints by three of the many librarians commenting on research focus and context, critical thinking, selection of resources, and/or efficient searching in response to Question #18 (the open-ended comment question) on the Librarian Survey:

New associates need more skill in 1) asking questions to define the research task assigned; 2) thinking about the variety of research sources available and selecting the right source to start; 3) when using wexis [sic] selecting the
appropriate search, transactional or hourly, and developing cost-efficient searches.

Students come to us thinking that they can use ‘google-like’ research techniques, i.e., type a search and then give up if it’s not on point. They seem to have a poor grasp of the value of persuasive arguments as opposed to precedential.

Ensure solid research skills foundation using critical thinking skills and how to respond and adapt to an assignment not react to it by jumping on to Wexis.\

Practitioner responses to the quantitative portion of the practitioner survey (Question #12), which asked attorneys working with recent graduates how well these new attorneys performed specific components of legal research, are somewhat but not fully consistent with the opinions stated in these open-ended comments. For example, of those respondents who answered the first part of Question 12, relating to how well recent graduates develop an effective research plan, approximately 80% said that recent graduates did so “adequately” or better, while nearly 20% rated their performance as either poor (18.2%) or unacceptable (1.6%). Although nearly half (45.8%) rated their ability to develop an effective research plan as only “adequate,” clearly the majority of the 253 respondents answering this question were at least minimally satisfied, if not impressed, with recent graduates’ research plan abilities.

Responses to the second part of Question 12, asking how well recent law school graduates “use critical thinking to evaluate the relevance of case law and other primary authority,” show that approximately the same percentage said that recent graduates did this “adequately” (44.2%). However, more than one-third (37.6%) said that recent graduates performed either “moderately well” (30.6%) or “very well” (7%) in this area. The percentage of attorneys rating their performance in using critical thinking to evaluate the relevance of case law and other primary authority as something better than “adequate” was slightly higher (nearly 37%) than the percentage rating their ability to develop an effective research plan as something better than “adequate” (34.4%). It is interesting, however, that for both of these important skills, the percentage of attorneys rating the recent graduates as able to perform them “very well” was virtually the same—approximately 7%.

49 Task Force Librarian Survey Qualitative Responses (on file with Task Force).
50 Practitioner Survey Final Report, supra note 1, at 77.
51 Id. at 77.
52 Id. at 79
53 Id.
54 Id. at 77-81.
55 Id.
Other parts of Question 12 that relate closely to the “application of their minds to the research process” comments in Question 13 were those asking respondents to rate recent graduates’ ability in “developing appropriate search protocols (terms and connectors, etc.),” “researching case law,” “performing cost-effective research,” and “knowing when to stop researching (found everything reasonably possible).” With respect to developing appropriate search protocols, while the vast majority of the practitioners responding rated recent graduates’ performance as adequate or better (87%), more than 45% said they performed only “adequately.”56 Similarly, over 90% of practitioners responding said that recent law school graduates researched case law either adequately or better.57 For this skill, however, the percentages of practitioners rating recent graduates as performing either “moderately well” or “very well” was considerably higher at nearly two-thirds (over 64%).58

The responses to that part of Question 12 relating to “performing cost-effective research” more closely align with those comments above reflecting dissatisfaction with the habitual use of expensive but familiar databases even when inappropriate, and with the ineffective use of them in conducting searches. Nearly 40% of the respondents said that recent graduates performed cost-effective research either “poorly” or “unacceptably.”59 However, the remaining respondents’ answers were split nearly evenly between “adequate” performance (34.3%) and performing cost-effective research either “moderately well” or “very well” (28%).60

The question about “knowing when to stop researching (found everything reasonably possible)” could have been understood by respondents as referring primarily to researching beyond the point necessary to be sure of a reliable answer to the problem, or conversely, to stopping too soon, before a pertinent and reliable answer was found. While it is impossible to determine how the question was understood by the majority of respondents (the survey question was meant to indicate going on too long with researching an issue), it is interesting to note that the results nonetheless indicate that this skill area is problematic. Nearly one-third (30.5%) of the practitioners said that recent graduates performed “poorly” at knowing when to stop researching, and nearly 12% said that they performed “unacceptably.”61 Less than one-quarter of the respondents said that recent graduates performed either “moderately well” or “very well” at knowing when to stop researching.62

56 Id. at 80.
57 Id. at 81.
58 Id.
59 Id. at 88.
60 Id.
61 Id. at 93.
62 Id.
While we cannot know the reasons why related quantitative question responses are not entirely consistent with the 17 negative comments about these research process skills, several possibilities may be suggested. First, those practitioners who took the time to detail their dissatisfaction and frustration with a particular failing in the open-ended comments do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the majority of respondents who work with recent graduates. Their dissatisfaction may be tied to the particular focus of their practices or to the pool of eligible new employees that their offices attract. It should also be noted that Question 12 on the survey is specifically limited to the “research skills of recent law graduates.” This is not the case with the open-ended comments, which ask for “any further comments you would like to share regarding legal research in practice.” As the comments themselves indicate, law students (summer associates, interns and clerks) were also considered and addressed in these respondents’ complaints. One constant shared by the comments and the quantitative data merits concern, however. The relatively low percentages of practitioners rating recent graduates’ performance as anything above “average” in these skills involving application of the mind to the research process in the context of the client problem, together with the prevalence of related complaints about both recent graduates and law students, likely indicates that a high standard of good to excellent preparation for legal research practice is not being met.

3. The Value of Legacy Technology

The quantitative data from the Practitioner Survey found that over 40% of respondents use print sources “frequently” (26.9%) or “very frequently” (15.4%). This data shows a weak but statistically significant positive relationship between years of experience and frequency of using print resources. “Overall, across all subgroups, the frequency of using print materials increased as the number of years in practice increased.” This result is consistent with the fact that attorneys with several years of experience were likely trained using more print resources, as electronic resources were less prevalent. The qualitative data confirms that, at least, some practitioners continue to value legacy technology, particularly print sources. The qualitative responses identify the print resources that practitioners continue to value and use regularly. Specifically, seventeen (17) of the ninety-eight (98) respondents commented about the value of legacy technology, primarily print sources. Respondents commented generally about how they continue to use books or print sources:

I use books at the law library in the courthouse in the county in which I live.

I think that students need to have good basic understanding of the pro/cons of using hard copy materials that would normally be in a law office library. I have
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66 It should be noted, conversely, that two practitioner respondents made comments dismissing print as still having value.
found increasingly that students default solely or almost exclusively to online searches (Google or paid databases) without understanding that for some topics, using key cites or annotated compilations can be far more efficient in targeting research results.

Other respondents noted that because of their age or years in practice they continue to value print resources:

- I am old and I like books...I find it impossible to assess a convoluted statute without a book.
- I am old enough that I really prefer researching in the books over research in online legal research systems.

Regulations and statutes were among other specific print resources that respondents continue to value as evidenced by the following comments:

- I would purchase an annotated code in particular areas and that would always take me where I needed to go.

Practitioners also continue to value secondary sources and state specific resources in print. Respondents commented:

- A trip to the library to look through digests and treatises and restatements is still needed when I’m not sure or am exploring a topic.
- There are still situations where a practitioner needs to be able to use treatises, bound volumes of regulations, restatements, property records in books or other database forms, etc.
- The young lawyers and law students I have worked with almost never start with secondary sources, which means that they begin case research without understanding either the general principles or the particular catch-phrases of the area they’re working in.

Primarily rely on readily available soft back volumes (Family Law, Probate Code, etc).

The O’Connor’s Guides are mainstay reference sources...They are extremely useful and particularly useful and particularly handy in court.

As my answers will show, I find that recent law school graduates tend to rely too heavily on pure computer research and in particular on word searches. They seem not to be trained to survey secondary sources first to get the ‘lay of the land’ before heading off into terms and connectors searches on Lexis or Westlaw.
In addition, respondents noted the serendipitous nature of researching using print resources:

> My experience is that lawyers who went to law school after the advent of the internet search for a specific answer/case that fits what they are looking for. They often find one or two without realizing there are 40 or 50 that are exactly against their answer. In the days of book based research with digests, you could still find that one or two but you could also recognize that the other 40 or 50 existed so that you could better inform the person from whom you were doing the research. Finding the tree is important, but understanding its place in the forest is more so.

> The online systems let you research by words, while researching in the books lets you research by ideas. I get much better results researching by ideas.

Three of the 18 respondents also commented about the value of CD Roms, microfiche, and microfilm, other forms of legacy technology.

There were no statistically significant relationships between subgroups observed with the responses from the qualitative responses. While it cannot be determined with certainty why practitioners continue to value legacy technology, specifically print resources, it may be due to the close proximity of state or court law libraries to practitioners’ offices or the high cost of many proprietary resources. The Practitioner Survey results were consistent with the Librarian Survey data, which also found that practitioners continue to use print resources.67

4. Value of Secondary Sources

In the quantitative portion of the practitioner survey, secondary sources in the research process were the focus of questions on how practitioners begin their research, the frequency of their use in the research process generally, the use of specific types of secondary sources and specific secondary source tools, and practitioners’ opinions of how well recent graduates perform in using secondary sources effectively. Overall, the responses to these questions indicate that secondary sources play an important role in the research process for practitioners generally, but that the frequency of their use varies considerably within the large number of attorneys answering the questions on their own use of secondary sources. By far the largest percentage (44.2%) of those practitioners working with recent law school graduates who rated their performance in “using secondary sources effectively” said that they performed “adequately,” with just over one-quarter responding that their effective use of secondary

---

67 Librarian Survey Final Report, supra note 5, at 17 (“Attorney respondents were significantly more likely that librarians describing their attorneys’ practices to report that they ‘never’ use this resource or approach…” Not a single librarian respondent answered that practitioners “never” use print resources.).
sources was either “poor” or “unacceptable.” In this section of the report, we examine those practitioner comments that address the value of secondary sources in the legal research process and/or the proficiency of recent graduates and law students in using them, in light of the quantitative data, to gain additional insight into the role of secondary sources in everyday legal practice and possible implications for law school curriculum development.

Fifteen (15) practitioners’ comments in response to Question 13 specifically noted the value and importance of secondary sources in conducting legal research. The following types of secondary resources were mentioned by at least one respondent: treatises; legal encyclopedias; American Law Reports (ALR); statute annotations; Restatements; digests; law review articles; state-specific practice guides; and BNA publications. Treatises were mentioned most frequently (4 times).

These practitioner comments illustrate the value these attorneys place on secondary sources in the legal research process:

- Generally, I find online research works best when I know what I’m looking for. A trip to the library to look through digests and treatises and restatements is still needed when I’m not sure or am exploring a topic.

- Having access to legal treatises, encyclopedias and similar materials online would be a tremendous help to smaller firms or solos such as me.

Five (5) practitioners commented negatively about the lack of knowledge and ability to use secondary sources among new attorneys and law students. Among their comments were these:

- The young lawyers and law students I have worked with almost never start with secondary sources, which means that they begin case research without understanding either the general principles or the particular catch-phrases of the area they’re working in.

- They seem not to be trained to survey secondary sources first to get the “lay of the land” before heading off into terms and connectors searches on Lexis and Westlaw.

- 90% of what we do day in and day out as attorneys is already in a treatise or secondary source, which at the very least will get a researcher started most of the way to the answer and/or at least a citation to the critical cases, and law students know nothing about those sources. It [sic] as if they don’t exist with the

---
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emphasis law schools placed on primary sources. I am a labor and employment attorney. I usually spend a couple of hours with new associates teaching them to use BNA. Not a single one in my 25+ years of supervising them has ever seen it before starting at my firm. It is the fundamental resource of every labor and employment lawyer I know.

Comments from law librarians to the last question on the Librarian Survey--“Are there any further comments you would like to share regarding legal research in practice?”--were entirely consistent with those of the practitioners. Of 50 librarians commenting, no less than 11 specifically mentioned the importance of secondary sources, complaining of recent graduates’ lack of understanding and appreciation of them.69 Several comments directly linked lack of secondary source use to poor analysis of issues and/or time and cost inefficiency. As one librarian expressed it:

The number one mistake I see (and I could easily come up with a list of 10+) is that new attorneys start their research in a case law database, then muck around for hours, wasting [sic] valuable time and money – when the answer they need is in a secondary source and could have been found cheaply and within minutes.70

Comparing the quantitative data from the practitioner survey to the comments, a number of questions are relevant to the value placed on secondary sources in legal research. In question #6, survey respondents were asked, “When beginning research, how often do you “start by looking in a secondary source?”71 Of the 581 respondents to this question, encompassing all subcategories of practitioners in terms of years of experience, office size, and types of practice, slightly less than one-third (31.4%) started their research by looking in a secondary source either “frequently” or “very frequently.”72 Another approximate one-third (34.1%) began with a secondary source “occasionally.”73 And the remaining approximate one-third (34.6%) began with a secondary source either “rarely” or “never.”74 Statistical analysis showed a very weak but statistically significant relationship between years of experience and reported frequency of beginning research by using a secondary source. As might be expected when survey respondents vary in experience from 0-4 years to 30+ years in practice, the frequency of beginning research with secondary sources decreases as years of experience increase, most likely due to the increased familiarity with the issues in a practice area over time.

69 Task Force Librarian Survey Qualitative Responses (on file with Task Force).
70 Id.
72 Practitioner Survey Final Report, supra note 1, at 18.
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Question #7 asked respondents, “When researching an issue for your practice, how often do you follow citations in a secondary source you are reading to find primary law and other relevant materials?” Of respondents answering this question, nearly half (46.1%) reported following citations in secondary sources either “frequently” or “very frequently.” Another 30.3% reported doing this occasionally. No statistically significant relationships were observed on the basis of years in practice or office size for this question.

In Question #9, practitioners were asked how often, “when performing legal research for your practice,” they utilized various research tools. Among these were several types of secondary sources. Interestingly, nearly 40% of respondents to this question reported that they either “never” or “rarely” use legal treatises for research. One-third reported using treatises occasionally, but only slightly more than one-quarter (27.2%) reported using them frequently or very frequently. Overall, across all subgroups, there was a statistically positive relationship between years of experience and frequency of using treatises. The frequency of use at some point during the research process increased with years of experience, and newer attorneys (those with less than a decade of experience in practice), are significantly more likely to report “never” using treatises than those with 30+ years of experience.

A much smaller percentage of respondents (6.3%) reported using legal encyclopedias either “frequently” or “very frequently, and the substantial majority (nearly 70%) used them either “occasionally” or “rarely.” One quarter of respondents across all experience levels, office sizes, and types of practice reported “never” using legal encyclopedias.

With respect to the legal research performance of recent law school graduates, Question #12 asked how well they “use secondary sources effectively.” Fully one-quarter of practitioners answering this question rated recent graduates as performing “poorly” in effective use of secondary sources. The largest percentage judged their use of secondary sources as “adequate (44%), while only 30% reported that recent graduates effectively used secondary sources either “moderately well” or “very well.”
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The quantitative data seems to bear out the value of treatises in the research arsenal of today’s practitioners across the profession, but not necessarily other types of secondary sources, such as legal encyclopedias. A substantial majority of practitioners reported using treatises at least occasionally in conducting legal research, although the data on how well recent graduates use secondary sources effectively mirrors the concern of the open-ended comments about newer graduates and law students ignoring them or not appreciating their value to effective research for clients. The impact of treatise and other secondary source costs on small firms and solo practitioners is being felt in limiting access to tools that they consider valuable for their practices. The percentage of attorneys, across all subgroups, reporting that they “followed citations in a secondary source they were reading to find primary law and other relevant materials” frequently or very frequently also points to the continuing value of secondary sources in the legal research process. Law schools, however, need to improve their efforts to make treatises and other secondary sources more familiar to, and valued by, today’s graduates.

5. The Value of State or Practice Specific Materials

The quantitative data from the Practitioner Survey found that practitioners were more likely to use practice guides rarely or occasionally. Specifically, “[t]he majority of respondents reported using practice guides ‘rarely’ (26.9%) or ‘occasionally’ (31.9%).” In contrast, a fairly large percentage (31.7%) of respondents reported that they use these types of resources “very frequently” (11.3%) or “frequently” (20.4%). The quantitative data did not show a statistically significant relationship based upon years in practice or office size. The respondents who provided comments to the open-ended question tend to value state and practice specific materials. There were no statistically significant relationships observed in connection with these responses. Thirteen (13) respondents provided comments to the open-ended final question of the Practitioner Survey relating to the use of practice guides.

Respondents commented about state resources generally:

Law students should probably learn the contents of the New Mexico Rules Annotated as part of basic legal research….Additionally, the first two years of litigation practice is typically based on motion practice grounded in the rules of civil procedure and discovery.

I suspect that what I do is similar to what a lot of folks in private practice do, at least this is my experience in talking with lawyers over the years, asking them

---
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how they researched something. They go to IICLE\textsuperscript{89} then they go to Westlaw (or now presumably they could go to fastcase [sic] with the ISBA, or Lexis if they are still in business).

Since my practice is mostly criminal defense and juvenile, I use the annotated statutes the most...

Once a young attorney finds a position, he or she should make themselves acquainted as thoroughly and soon as possible with practice guides and research options particular to that jurisdiction.

Several respondents commented about state or practice specific resources available through a bar association or state government:

Family law (a huge practice area) firms in Colorado seem to use Cobar\textsuperscript{90} resources and other free resources primary.

...I...have recently discovered the official State of Illinois website to get the latest version of the administrative regulations.

[I p]rimarily rely on readily available soft back volumes (Family Law, Probate Code, etc) and the free legal research tools available online through the State Bar of Texas.

The Texas State Bar CLE online library is very useful.

Other respondents commented about particular resources in specific practice areas:

In the research of Indian Law and Tribal Law it is important that law students understand that they must research on micro-fiche, micro-film, and paper books. So much of the information to use in preparing an argument or defending against an argument is found in these resources.

The O’Connor’s Guides\textsuperscript{91} are mainstay reference sources.

I am a labor and employment attorney. I usually spend a couple of hours with new associates teaching them to use BNA. Not a single one in my 25+ years of supervising them has ever seen it before starting at a [sic] firm. It is the fundamental resource of every labor and employment lawyer I know.

\textsuperscript{89}IICLE refers to Illinois Institute of Continuing Legal Education materials, many of which are comprehensive Illinois-specific practice area handbooks.

\textsuperscript{90}Cobar refers to materials available through the Colorado Bar Association.

\textsuperscript{91}O’Connor’s Guides are materials published by Jones McClure Publishing.
Two respondents commented about proprietary databases:

*I have a somewhat unique quasi-legal position. I rarely use WestLaw anymore but have found Thomson Reuters Checkpoint to be a valuable resource for researching employee benefits and health care reform compliance issues, especially with the EBIA Benefits Compliance Library.*

*WestLaw Business is frequently used at my firm.*

One respondent commented about information on federal government websites:

*I practice almost exclusively in the area of securities law. I primarily use free online resources (SEC and state securities regulators’ websites and state and federal statutes) and paid Lexis securities law and public records databases. I follow changes in law and rules on the official regulators’ websites on a regular basis.*

These comments show that, while some practitioners are not making frequent use of practice materials, respondents to the open-ended question value state and practice specific materials. One reason for the use of bar association resources may be cost. It is noteworthy that responses from the Librarian Survey found that librarians were significantly more likely to report that practitioners “frequently” use practice guides. These results may be due to the fact that librarians continue to teach how to use such resources and are under the impression that practitioners use them in practice.

6. Comments about Respondents’ Legal or Research Practices or the Practitioner Survey Instrument

A. Comments about Respondents’ Legal or Research Practices

Fourteen (14) respondents referenced the limited or specialized nature of their legal practices, with implications for the generalizability of their responses on other portions of the survey in terms of answering our underlying questions about the research skills and knowledge needed in practice. That aside, some of these comments were noteworthy because they specifically referenced using resources in the respondent’s specialized practice that are not always the focus of legal instruction in law school. Law librarians should at least consider exposing law students to some of these resources before they enter the practice of law. Specifically, respondents commented:
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In the research of Indian Law and Tribal Law [sic] it is important that law students understand that they must research on micro-fiche, micro-film, and paper books.

I am a labor and employment attorney. I usually spend a couple of hours with new associates teaching them to use BNA. Not a single one in my 25+ years of supervising them has ever seen it before starting at at [sic] firm. It is the fundamental resource of every labor and employment lawyer I know.

Family law (a huge practice area) firms in Colorado seem to use Cobar resources and other free resources primarily.

Since my practice is mostly criminal defense and juvenile, I use the annotated statutes the most and have recently discovered the official State of Illinois website to get the latest version of the administrative regulations.

I practice almost exclusively in the area of securities law. I primarily use free online resources (SEC and state securities regulators’ websites and state and federal statutes) and paid Lexis securities law and public records databases. I follow changes in law and rules on the official regulators’ website on a regular basis.

Another six (6) respondents’ comments indicate that they delegate research to others. These responses help clarify who is conducting legal research and emphasize other concerns for attorneys with respect to legal research, such as cost. A sample from the respondents’ comments is as follows:

I have found a lawyer in my community who only does research. I e-mail her and she gets back to me right away. She charges $75 per hour and it is much easier than trying to figure out my Lexis program or anything else I have tried to use.

I typically hire third years to do my legal research and pay them an hourly rate.

I assign research projects to others. Hence, I do not do my own case cite checking, or Westlaw etc searches. I just do preliminary checks for the ‘lay of the land’, refine what I need researched, and make assignments to associates.

Frankly, when I need real legal research done, I call a law librarian. It’s cheaper to the client and much faster.

Research is usually referred to outside counsel. When research, I will use CaseMaker which is provided as a benefit of my state bar membership.
I rarely research except in treatises. When I need research, I have an associate do the research.

In light of these comments, the Task Force also proposes suggestions for the design of future surveys, which are meant to ensure that the respondents’ comments are clear and the resulting data is unambiguous. Any future surveys should include something akin to a definition or example section at the beginning of the survey instrument. In this section, a list of resources that should be included in each category should be identified. It would also be helpful to provide respondents with examples of the types of resources that should be included in each category. For example, a survey instrument should instruct respondents that continuing legal education materials should be included under practice materials. The survey instrument should include instructions asking each respondent to identify specifically whether he or she uses each particular resource in print or accesses it electronically. Finally, time periods should be identified specifically, eliminating words such as “recently” and clarifying what is meant by “frequently”, “rarely” or “occasionally”. These suggestions are designed to clarify respondents’ comments, allowing the data to be analyzed more fully.

B. The Survey Instrument and Assumptions

As the Task Force has compiled the qualitative and quantitative data from the Practitioner Survey and Librarian Survey, it has become evident that several assumptions were built into the survey instruments and, in certain cases, the coding categories that likely influenced the survey results. These assumptions should be considered when designing future surveys to more fully capture how legal research is performed by practitioners.

In particular, the questions in both surveys tend to be slanted to favor responses from practitioners in general practice or litigation. While the surveys solicited responses regarding the use of sample legal forms and transactional resources, which would more likely relate to transactional and business type practices, many of the questions solicited responses from practitioners about the research process and resources-materials and skills that are critical to generalists and litigators. For example, the surveys asked questions about the frequency of use of such resources as treatises, legal encyclopedias, case digests, restatements, and litigation resources/discovery, jury instruments, etc., all of which are geared primarily toward a litigation practice more so than to transactional or business practices.

Several respondents to the Practitioner Survey commented about this bias. Specifically, respondents noted:

I’m in IP law. I only research a very narrow slice of law and I am familiar with most of it...so I’m not exactly your target audience for this research survey.
Your questions seem to be geared to people who are doing legal research geared to litigation.

The survey seems to focus on a traditional law practice. It has little application to my work as a tax attorney working in the tax compliance and planning group of a major US multinational corporation.

Another assumption of the Task Force was that respondents would understand how certain sources should be categorized. One such example is that the Task Force assumed that respondents would know that continuing legal education materials should be included in the category of practice guides. It is evident from the respondents’ comments that not all respondents understood where to include particular resources. One (1) respondent sought clarification about how to categorize a particular resource:

*With regard to this survey, I could have used clarity as to what category IICLE is in...I am concerned that this survey doesn’t capture this and may not adequately capture the data you want. I suspect one could say that IICLE and Westlaw fall under the categories provided in the survey, but if that is the case an example needs to be provided so those taking the survey can click away with confidence.*

Furthermore, for coding purposes of the Practitioner Survey, the Task Force assumed that treatises were print resources and coded all responses discussing treatises as such. Many treatises, however, are available in both print and electronic formats. In some instances, a respondent’s comment was ambiguous as to whether he or she was referring to print treatises or treatises available electronically, yet the responses were coded as print resources. For example, respondents commented:

*There are still situations where a practitioner needs to be able to use treatises, bound volumes of regulations, restatements, property records in book or other database form, etc.*

*90% of what we do day in and day out as attorneys is already in a treatise or secondary source, which at the very least will get a researcher started most of the way to the answer and/or at least a citation to the critical cases, and law students know nothing about those sources. It as if they don’t exist with the emphasis law schools placed on primary sources.*

Another assumption made by the Task Force was that government attorneys should not be included in the coding for practitioners who perform research in specialized areas. These attorneys were excluded from this group for two reasons. First, government attorneys, while most likely working for a specific agency, may handle a variety of legal issues covering a number
of practice areas. For example, a government attorney working for the department of education may handle labor and employment matters, litigation cases, and tort claims. The second reason that government attorneys were excluded from the category relating to specialized areas of practice is because the comments from government attorneys tended to relate to a lack of funds or resources and not to research practices in any specialized area of law. The government attorneys’ comments highlight the use of free resources. For example, one government attorney commented:

The biggest barrier to my research, as a state government attorney, is cost. Our Westlaw gives us access to cases and statutes, but nothing else. Thank god for google scholar!

In addition, the survey instruments included questions that tended to be slanted toward the types of resources that have traditionally been taught in law school. The surveys neglected to specifically include resources available to practitioners through local or state bar associates. Several respondents noted the limitation of the survey in this regard. In particular, respondents commented that certain sources were not mentioned in the survey instrument, including Casemaker, Fastcase, or other service:

I use LoisLaw for my online research – you should add it to the list.

By referring to Leixs/Nexis, Westlaw and other fee-based services, you’re leaving out our primary database and research tool – Casemaker, available free to members of the Mass. Bar Ass’n.

One of the growing databases used by many attorneys, especially those of us in small firms is Fastcase...It was not mentioned in the survey at all.

By identifying these biases and assumptions, the Task Force hopes that others can design survey instruments that eliminate them, ultimately expanding upon the findings of the Task Force, as published in their reports.

Conclusion

As the last in a series, this report marks the culmination of this Task Force’s work. The Practitioner Survey, the Librarian Survey, and this discussion of the qualitative data from the Practitioner Survey have yielded much information regarding current attorney research practices and practitioner assessment of recent law graduates’ legal research proficiency. The data and analysis presented should provide support for law schools’ appraisals of their research curriculums. The currency of this information is important, as it is the only national survey to shed light on the research practices of attorney since the economic crisis of 2008. Further, the
broad spectrum of attorneys and law firms represented in this data will enrich these curricular appraisals considerably.

Many forces shape instructional needs, from local practices to incoming student characteristics. The Task Force surveys, and any other surveys, form only one component of curricular planning for legal research. As a result, the Task Force encourages law schools to engage in their own assessment of how this data should influence the curriculum.

This data also contributes to a more global conversation about legal research practices and how law schools should prepare their students. As noted above, a recent article used the data from the Practitioner Survey to inform analysis of a local survey.\textsuperscript{93} The Task Force encourages scholarly analysis and debate about its reports.

The Task Force also recognizes the time-bound nature of this data. The legal research landscape continues to evolve, especially in light of advances in technology. Therefore, this kind of survey should be conducted on a regular basis in order to continue the conversation about how best law schools can develop curriculum to meet the research needs of their graduates.

\textsuperscript{93} See Lawson, supra note 27.
Appendix A
Code Descriptions & Table
Responses to Question 13
ALL-SIS Practitioner Survey 2012

Question 13: “Are there any further comments you would like to share regarding legal research in practice?” – open ended response

Coding Categories and Subcategories:

**VFLC**
Value free and low cost sources (including comments about the respondent’s own research practices, the practices of other attorneys they know, what they think students need to know or what law schools need to teach, or how the cost of Westlaw and Lexis put those platforms out of reach).

- **VFLC – Contra**
  Value Wexis.

**PP**
Complaints about the poor practices of law students and recent graduates.

- **PP (TP)**
  Complaints about thought process.
- **PP (TS)**
  Complaints about tool selection.

**VPL**
Value print or other legacy technology.

- **VPL – Contra**
  Value ELR; dismiss value of print.

**VSS**
Value secondary sources.

**VSPS**
Value state or practice specific materials.

**SDRE**
Observation about survey design or relevance of experience.

- **SDRE (SD)**
  Survey design observation
- **SDRE (LSP)**
  Limited or specialized practice
- **SDRE (DOS)**
  Delegate or outsource research

**Coding Notes:**

Multiple codes were assigned to the same or overlapping text fragments in some instances where applicable. For instance, a text fragment in a comment that criticized a student for not using secondary sources is coded as both an instance of a respondent valuing secondary sources, and one complaining about the practices of students or recent graduates in using available tools and resources.

Not every text fragment was viewed as meaningful. Some, consisting of comments about the respondent’s alma mater or a personal comment of some other nature, have been redacted.
In other instances, although the text fragment was relevant, there were too few on a topic to rise to the level of a meaningful theme. Those fragments were not coded.

**Coding Table**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Respondent</th>
<th>Narrative Response</th>
<th>Coding</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10)</td>
<td>Very important</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11)</td>
<td>I find the research tools extraordinarily frustrating. I have found a lawyer in my community who only does research. I e-mail her and she gets back to me right away. She charges $75 per hour and it is much easier than trying to figure out my Lexis program or anything else I have tried to use.</td>
<td>SDRE (DOS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28)</td>
<td>Because I came to rely upon paralegals and associates for legal research in my private practice, when I moved to this government position, I had only myself to rely upon for legal research, and find myself using the Illinois Supreme Court library stacks. I'm grateful that such resources are still available and generally free.</td>
<td>VFLC VPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33)</td>
<td>A big factor in legal research in private practice is cost. Finding free and low cost alternatives to Lexis and Westlaw is important. We can't pass these costs on to clients the way Lexis and Westlaw would have you believe.</td>
<td>VFLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40)</td>
<td>In the research of Indian Law and Tribal Law it is important that law students understand that they must research on microfiche, micro-film, and paper books. So much of the information to use in preparing an argument or defending against an argument is found in these resources. Law students do not seem to understand that not all material has been made into pdfs and are available online. Also, being open to researching in treatises, CJS, and ALR is whether online or hard copy books needs to be stressed because not all counseling to clients is rooted strictly in case law.</td>
<td>VPL VSS VSPS PP (TS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54)</td>
<td>Had good preparation for legal research at NMSL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>71)</td>
<td>Most new law school graduates I have worked with are not thorough enough. They find a case they think is on point and then stop. They do not review enough cases and do not make sure the on-point case they found is the current standard. They rarely go to sources beyond case law or statutes unless</td>
<td>VSS PP (TP) PP (TS)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
requested. Legislative history, governmental opinion letters, statute annotations, are good sources of information that they do not typically use.

| 82) | I use LoisLaw for my on line research -- you should add it to the list | VFLC SDRE (SD) |
| 83) | Working for state government, I see that Westlaw & Nexis on-line have priced themselves out of our reach. So we mostly use the state bar's link to a research database, free with our membership. We also use the Lexis disc that comes with our specialty case book. While we are happy to have these, it would be nice for the big companies to consider giving government a cheaper rate. | VFLC VPL VSPS |
| 87) | In other jobs where the research was more demanding, I used Westlaw everyday. This job does not require it. | VFLC - contra |
| 89) | When I graduated from law school in 1966 it was impossible to imagine the tools that would be available today for legal research. Trying to guess what will come next is impossible. It is important to teach prospective lawyers how to think and how to identify issues but it is more important to teach them "empathy" or how to "feel" for their clients. I just watched the 50th anniversary showing of "To Kill a Mockingbird" and was reminded of why I went to law school. Let's try to train our lawyers to be more like Atticus Finch or Morris Dees or Barack Obama. | |
| 102) | Law school students should probably learn the contents of the New Mexico Rules Annotated as part of basic legal research. Many practitioners start with the jury instructions to outline elements needed to prove a case and base discovery, motion practice, and theme of case around them. Additionally, the first two years of litigation practice is typically based on motion practice grounded in the rules of civil procedure and discovery. | VSPS |
| 107) | I have found that recent law school graduates are too apt to go on line and find a recent appellate or supreme court decision that "appears to fit the need" without the critical analysis required by further research to determine if the case is on point. Unfortunately I see younger judges doing the same. This leads to bad law. On line research is very helpful if used | PP (TP) PP (TS) |
I fear that too many young attorneys believe they can enter a search term into the computer and expect to receive a dispositive answer and not question the information received or follow up on what they see.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>108)</th>
<th>Lately interns have been lazy and inefficient. They try to find the quickest and easiest way to get research done and it is extremely sloppy and embarrassing.</th>
<th>PP (TP)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>119)</td>
<td>Libraries should be places of quiet. No talking area should ever be designated among oft-used books. The noise makes the entire area unusable for legal research, which requires utmost concentration.</td>
<td>VPL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>130)</td>
<td>My practice is limited to attorneys engaged in the practice of law for a minimum of 25 years.</td>
<td>SDRE (LSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>133)</td>
<td>Don't cancel the research and writing program at BYU its the only thing practical you learn your first year.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>134)</td>
<td>Legal research and writing is the foundation of any good legal practice. The more time law school can devote to this art the better.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>140)</td>
<td>Yes. Your questions seem to be geared to people who are doing legal research geared to litigation. I do not do litigation, but I do like to help people avoid future litigation. So, for example, in looking at the USPTO database, I will also look at the USPTO appeals to see who / which companies or which trademark holders have fought off trademark applications and how they have done so, based on what, and going up against what types of names. If you know this, you can predict that a certain application will be drawn into challenges. Another form of legal research I do is I download and compile online contracts offered by music service websites. I also download and compile website TOSs. // The traditional litigation based legal research is -- I am very good at it, but I do not need to do it, though when I have free access, I do it for fun sometimes.</td>
<td>VFLC SDRE (SD) SDRE (LSP)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The best thing I learned at SIU was in a talk on how to avoid problem clients. When times are tough, it is easy to accept a client who will be trouble. It is never worth it. I have reflected back on this talk time and time again, and have used the simple checklist from that talk so many times. And -- THAT can be considered legal research - research clients before you agree to work with them.

| 147) | Generally, I find online research works best when I know what I'm looking for. A trip to the library to look through digests and treatises and restatements is still needed when I'm not sure or am exploring a topic. | VPL VSS |
| 148) | Students should familiarize themselves with the use of search engines on the common online services like lexis and westlaw. | VFLC - contra |
| 150) | The only thing anyone needs for legal research is a familiarity with wither westlaw or lexis and an account, | VFLC - contra |
| 164) | SIU does a terrible job preparing its students for real life legal research. The primary failure is the astoundingly ignorant decision to teach students all about ALWD citation, despite the fact that it is not used anywhere, for any reason. I'd compare it to forcing students attending school to learn about electronics to study up on the ins and outs of beta max. | VFLC VPL |
| 193) | I use books at the law library in the courthouse in the county in which I live. They have free access to Westlaw that I occasionally us to conduct research but mostly to print out cases I am giving to a judge. Westlaw and Lexis are too expensive to have as a solo attorney practicing in one of the worst economies in the nation. | VFLC VPL |
| 196) | My office has Westlaw which I find a bit cumbersome. Since my practice is mostly criminal defense and juvenile, I use the annotated statutes the most and have recently discovered the official State of Illinois website to get the latest version of the administrative regulations. Since there are only 2 attorneys in my firm, each with more than 25 years experience, and the ISBA has Fastcase, I think we may cancel our Westlaw subscription. | VFLC SDRE (LSP) |
| 201) | After working with other recent law students, I can state that Law School prepares its students for legal research better than . |
| 210) | I am old and I like books. I find that young lawyers tend to only read the part of the case that pops up on the search screen, thus missing important context. I find it impossible to assess a convoluted statute without a book. Please teach CD ROM based research. Most of what I do is off CD ROM. It is so much cheaper to use and allows you to bounce from case to case effortlessly. Easier to cut and paste as well. | VFLC VPL PP (TP) |
| 213) | It seems to me that an issue with recent law school graduates and law school students in regards to legal research is that when they find case law that is contrary to our client's position, that they immediately stop researching and inform us that our client cannot "win" their case. They find it difficult to continue to research and find some sort of law that will distinguish their prior research. | PP (TP) |
| 216) | There are still situations where a practitioner needs to be able to use treatises, bound volumes of regulations, restatements, property records in book or other database form, etc. It was valuable for us to have taught us to use legal reference books and Shepard's as well as Lexis and Westlaw/computer databases. | VPL VSS |
| 218) | I only did a little part-time work for two years after I graduated. I no longer keep a license. When I took legal research we did not use computers. I don't think my experience will help you in your survey. | SDRE (LSP) |
| 225) | My office's subscription to Westlaw does not include secondary sources. That is why I do not use them. I likely would if I could. | VSS |
| 227) | As a federal government attorney, my practice is largely involved with federal statutes and regulations. Therefore, these are always my primary source. Only after thoroughly researching any relevant statutes and/or regulations would I go to other secondary sources. | |
| 245) | My experience with recent law graduates is that they do not recognize the specific issue sufficiently to research the issue properly. They are okay on broad issues but not specific issues. | PP (TP) |
| 252) | With regard to this survey, I could have used clarity as to what category IICLE is in. I use the IICLE smartbooks (online) function | VFLC VSS |
every single week to brush up on topic areas. I can take the cases from IICLE and run them through Westlaw to see if the case is still good or perhaps if there are new cases. I suspect that what I do is similar to what a lot of folks in private practice do, at least this is my experience in talking with lawyers over the years, asking them how they researched something. They go to IICLE then they go to Westlaw (or now presumably they could go to fastcase with the ISBA, or Lexis if they are still in business). I am concerned this survey doesn't capture this and as such may not capture the data you want. I suspect one could say that IICLE and Westlaw fall under the categories provided in the survey, but if that is the case an example needs to be provided so those taking the survey can click away with confidence.

267) It seems that as attorneys become more dependent on computerized legal research tools, they have less knowledge of seminal cases in the field. Without this awareness, they may entirely overlook important issues.  

268) The use of legal research is very dependent on practice area. As I am a criminal defense attorney, I use it differently from a transactional lawyer.

270) Family law (a huge practice area) firms in Colorado seem to use Cobar resources and other free resources primarily.

275) Solos and small firms should be able to rely on free resources provided by the state bar; those have been my primary resources for many years and have rarely proven ineffective. Having access to legal treatises, encyclopedias and similar materials online would be a tremendous help to smaller firms or solos such as me.

276) I'm not sure my response to #12 is too helpful because it is based upon experience with only one person. I do not know her particular research practices; I only have a feeling based upon the results.

278) MY LEGAL RESEARCH IS PRIMARILY DONE BY MEMORY, I WAS A ARMY JAB PROSECUTOR FOR OVER 10+ YRS ALONG WITH CONTINUING READING AND RESEARCH KEEPING UP WITH CONCURRENT CASES I AM ALLOWING MYSELF TO KEEP UP TO DATE ON LAWS  MOST LAW STUDENT GRADS ARE NOT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>279)</td>
<td>More familiarity with WestlawNext.</td>
<td>VFLC - contra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>292)</td>
<td>Too often, finding SOMETHING is the goal, not finding what's best.</td>
<td>PP (TP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>294)</td>
<td>The problem I continually encounter is that first year associates cite a case because it has &quot;good language,&quot; regardless of the outcome of the case. I can't tell you how many times I delete cases from a memorandum because the case comes out against us (and how I salivate when I see that happen in my adversary's brief because then I can use his own case against him). It would be great if the Bigelow program could teach associates that once they are out of law school and are advocates, they need to cite the cases that not only have &quot;good language&quot; (e.g., language setting out the proposition) but actually come out in their client's favor. Even if &quot;THE&quot; case is one that comes out against the client, the student should learn to find and cite to other cases that actually support their client's position. I am also surprised at how infrequently first year associate's pull the cases cited within the cases they cite to--this should be standard operating procedure, to get as fulsome a lay of the land as possible.</td>
<td>PP (TP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>298)</td>
<td>Yes. My experience is that lawyers who went to law school after the advent of the internet search for a specific answer/case that fits what they are looking for. They often find one or two without realizing there are 40 or 50 that are exactly against their answer. In the days of book based research with digests, you could still find that one or two but you would also recognize that the other 40 or 50 existed so that you could better inform the person for whom you were doing the research. Finding the tree is important, but understanding its place in the forest is more so.</td>
<td>VPL PP (TP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>302)</td>
<td>By referring to Lexis/Nexis, Westlaw and other fee-based services, you're leaving out our primary database and research tool--Casemaker, available free to members of the Mass. Bar Ass'n. The young lawyers and law students I have worked with almost never start with secondary sources, which means that they begin case research without understanding either the general principles or the particular catch-phrases of the area</td>
<td>VFLC VPL VSS PP (TP) PP (TS) SDRE (SD)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
they're working in. Their research is 1 case-dominated, and they lose the serendipity of library research as I remember it. A problem is their inability to imagine and find analogous cases or cases representing general principles outside the particular field in which they're working. In other words, if I say "find some cases that stand for the principle that litigants may not maintain inconsistent positions in different forums in matters involving the same parties" or "the principal that otherwise confidential material may be used to impeach," they are at a stand.

304) These comments are based on my experience of when the students come to me. (We don't hire new grads, but we do have student interns, both 2L and 3L). I find that, if you invest the time to discuss the case and highlight what you anticipate as issues/obstacles, then they do much, much better than if you send them off with only a research question. Also, once I teach them how to get into PACER (with which they are generally unfamiliar -- indeed with the concept of a docket!), they find great stuff. I have practiced in a very specialized area that most are unfamiliar with, so I typically have to invest significant time to discuss the basics of the practice area as well before students are able to generate good research.

306) Primarily rely on readily available soft back volumes (Family Law, Probate Code, etc) and the free legal research tools available online through the State Bar of Texas.

308) Students need to learn how to research based on the LAW -- not West, or Lexis. Official citation, not Bluebook. Law schools are doing a poor job of teaching the structure and hierarchy of the law, the critical sources, and discipline. All too often I must correct new lawyers and law students that they must site the LAW, not a private publication or secondary source when they state the law. Unfortunately, these bad habits are growing in the profession and some judges cannot correctly cite the law.

312) In general, students are ill-prepared for a transactional practice in which traditional research tools (e.g. Lexis, Westlaw, etc...) are rarely used. The transactional world is changing very quickly, and graduates need to understand how to quickly review statutes and administrative rules and use their analytical skills to determine whether information gained from best practices guides, web-based articles (blogs, etc...),
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Text</th>
<th>Author/Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>321)</td>
<td>I would like to speak with Shawn nevers about using the available resources at BYU law library for graduates. Thanks, Jim Tran <a href="mailto:jtt23@byulaw.net">jtt23@byulaw.net</a> Teach us (I'm a recent grad myself) how to conduct research effectively without relying on Westlaw or Lexis. I work at a small firm that cannot afford either, so I'm scrambling to find other cites and resources online (as well as in print).</td>
<td>VFLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>325)</td>
<td>The biggest barrier to my research, as a state government attorney, is cost. Our Westlaw gives us access to cases and statutes, but nothing else. Thank god for google scholar!</td>
<td>VFLC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>331)</td>
<td>At the top schools, there's still too much emphasis on writing 20 page Blue Booked memos - rather than practical, useful pieces. I work in-house - my non-lawyer colleagues don't want 20 page of Blue Book citations - they need cost-effective, timely practical solutions. I need to get the right answer from Free sources - online and through relationships with my colleagues.</td>
<td>VFLC PP (TP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>357)</td>
<td>Only practice makes one efficient and effective in doing legal research. Be creative in using words and phrases. Many times the courts use a phrase or words which we do not use in daily life. Try using as many words and phrases as possible in trying to snag a line of cases.</td>
<td>PP (TP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>364)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>367)</td>
<td>Could utilize law review articles and Restatements better.</td>
<td>VSS PP (TS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>374)</td>
<td>The O'Connor's Guides are mainstay reference sources. Those did not appear to fall within any of the mentioned categories. We have approximately 7 current edition of different guides, even though we are a labor and employment law boutique. They are extremely useful and particularly handy in court.</td>
<td>VPL VSS VSPS SDRE (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>382)</td>
<td>The Texas State Bar CLE online library is very useful.</td>
<td>VFLC VSPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>392)</td>
<td>I don't know if law schools are still teaching book research, but it is a waste of time in this age. Learning your way around</td>
<td>VPL - contra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>terms and connectors and headnotes and Westlaw sources is a much better use of time.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>402)</td>
<td>As my answers will show, I find that recent law school graduates tend to rely too heavily on pure computer research and in particular on word searches. They seem not to be trained to survey secondary sources first to get the &quot;lay of the land&quot; before heading off into terms and connectors searches on Lexis and Westlaw.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405)</td>
<td>In a non-litigation setting I think so much of the focus is on (or should be on) knowledge management. Obviously basic research skills are important for junior level associates, but after that, it is so critical to develop systems to manage the knowledge you've acquired, the precedents you've created/used (and those your firm has created/used) and to effectively figure out where to find things quickly. Obviously a law librarian is helpful in that regard, but a lot of this needs to be maintained (or at least monitored/directed) on a practice group or attorney level.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>408)</td>
<td>Law students should become familiar with EDGAR.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>439)</td>
<td>You may want to disregard my thoughts.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>440)</td>
<td>If a new lawyer is specializing in one area of practice, it is definitely easy to start forgetting how to do research in other fields.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>446)</td>
<td>Probably the best skill you could teach is how to use terms and connectors effectively. I wish I knew better myself. If there were some way to go from my Lexis paid database to the ALR, treatises, etc, directly without paying a fee, that would be very helpful. I don't use them often enough to pay for them, so I just do without.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>456)</td>
<td>I currently subscribe to Lexis, but when my contract is over I will not renew. I don't use it enough to justify the cost and the NV bar offers a similar search for free to NV Bar members that works almost as well.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>463)</td>
<td>I'm in IP law. I only research a very narrow slice of law and I am familiar with most of it...so I'm not exacty your target</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>469)</td>
<td>One of the growing databases used by many attorneys, especially those of us in small firms is Fastcase. This service is typically provided free through state bar websites. It is cost effective and almost as good as Westlaw or Lexis. It was not mentioned in the survey at all. Access to free databases is important to small firms and I would suggest greater emphasis on these site. The problem I encountered in transitioning from Law School to practice was that because you had complete and free access to everything on West and Lexis in school, you never learned how to research with limited or no access to them which is what you'll experience in many instances after graduation. Also I would add, that no one, and I mean no one, uses paper books anymore. Spending an entire semester learning to research in the hard copy digests is a waste of time.</td>
<td>VFLC VPL – contra SDRE (SD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>479)</td>
<td>We had one Intern from law school who was exceptional. We had an intern from another law school whose skills needed improvement.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>487)</td>
<td>WestLaw Next and LexisAdvance are jokes. Why are the major legal databases trying to make searches like Google? Give me terms and connectors any day over the sloppy Google-like searches of the allegedly new and improved versions of West and Lexis.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>488)</td>
<td>This survey seems focused on a traditional law practice. It has little application to my work as a tax attorney working in the tax compliance and planning group of a major US multinational corporation.</td>
<td>SDRE (SD) SDRE (LSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>489)</td>
<td>The nature of my practice relies heavily on the skills of outside counsel and their work product. There is very little intitual work product which I generate.</td>
<td>SDRE (DOS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>495)</td>
<td>I practice almost exclusively in the area of securities law. I primarily use free online resources (SEC and state securities regulators' websites and state and federal statutes) and paid Lexis securities law and public records databases. I follow changes in law and rules on the official regulators' websites on a regular basis.</td>
<td>VFLC SDRE (LSP)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>496)</td>
<td>This was an odd survey. The survey did not take into account people who were retired or preparing to retire from active</td>
<td>SDRE (SD)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
legal practice, who had something to contribute to the incoming lawyers regarding legal research. Nothing was asked about the actual persons conducting the primary legal research—the attorney him/herself or paralegals, or even a combination of persons. Questions 5, 6, and 7 were completely missing from the survey. This oversight of missing pages/questions should invalidate the survey. [Authors’ Note: Given responses received to questions 5, 6, and 7, this appears to have been an isolated incident.] When will the results be shared?

| 498) | See my prior comment about gmail being my private Westlaw. Westlaw for a solo in California was running about $500 a month and I had contract attorneys routinely run up thousand dollar research bills. My practice was small business and individuals who could not support such costs. I discovered that blogs and bulletin boards were literally priceless sources of knowledge. The federal law library and the various research strategies I learned in 1990 became almost completely irrelevant. I would purchase an annotated code in particular areas and that would always take me where I needed to go. I reserved westlaw searches only for appellate briefs and particularly thorny motions—but westlaw is so bloated and irrelevant these days that it has become almost malpractice to rely on it. | VFLC VPL VSFS |
| 499) | I typically hire third years to do my legal research and pay them an hourly rate. | SDRE (DOS) |
| 501) | It would be nice to have a job where I conduct legal research. No such luck. | |
| 502) | Once a young attorney finds a position, he or she should make themselves acquainted as thoroughly and soon as possible with practice guides and research options particular to that jurisdiction. There is in reality very little reference to the law of other jurisdictions, at least in a large state with a well-developed practice guide library. | VSS VSFS |
| 507) | I assign research projects to others. Hence, I do not do my own case cite checking, or Westlaw etc searches. I just do preliminary checks for the "lay of the land", refine what I need researched, and make assignments to associates. So many of the questions above assume the response is coming from some | SDRE (DOS) |
who does all research himself.

| 512) | Frankly, when I need real legal research done, I call a law librarian. It's cheaper to the client and much faster. It usually takes 3-4 years to get associates to forget everything they were taught in their legal research class and start using their minds to figure out how to research something without resorting to broad-based open ended and largely useless while expensive searches on either Westlaw or LEXIS, depending on which source the law school pushed them to use. 90% of what we do day in and day out as attorneys is already in a treatise or secondary source, which at the very least will get a researcher started most of the way to the answer and/or at least a citation to the critical cases, and law students know nothing about those sources. It as if they don't exist with the emphasis law schools placed on primary sources. I am a labor and employment attorney. I usually spend a couple of hours with new associates teaching them to use BNA. Not a single one in my 25+ years of supervising them has ever seen it before starting at at firm. It is the fundamental resource of every labor and employment lawyer I know. Sorry to sound off on this, but you have hit a very sore point with me. | VSS  VSPS  PP (TP)  PP (TS)  SDRE (LSP)  SDRE (DOS) |
| 515) | No |  |
| 528) | In my experience, new grads and law students (clerks) do not ask enough questions before, during, or after completing an assignment. This frequently results in mediocre work product that does not apply to the issue at hand. On several occasions many of the issues discussed with the individual were not addressed and the individuals ignored the reques to report periodically for progress checks and feedback to get the research on track. | PP (TP) |
| 531) | I have a somewhat unique quasi-legal position. I rarely use WestLaw anymore but have found Thomson Reuters Checkpoint to be a valuable resource for researching employee benefits and health care reform compliance issues, especially with the EBIA Benefits Compliance Library. I'm not sure if I knew about this resource during law school- it may have been a more recent development or I may have been focused more on general legal research and looking at cases. | VSPS  SDRE (LSP) |
| 532) | Most everything can be found on the web or, as bar members, | VFLC |
through bar association websites. When I started Wests tried to sell me a $10,000 set of case reporters and statute books. I thought I was really advanced paying $2,000 for CD's that had all of that on it. Now all the case reporters are available through the bar association for free and the state legislature has the statutes online. For the cost of an internet connection you have it all. (Wests & Lexis are way overpriced.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>533)</td>
<td>I think the internet resources move us gradually from paid databases to free forms of research. Google and Wikipedia-type sites make accessing the law a bit easier and cheaper. We're still at the point where Westlaw and Lexis are almost necessary resources, but I can't imagine it will stay that way for long. Services like WestlawNext seem to be an attempt to add value to the resources with the implicit acknowledgment that some of their services are moving toward obsolete or unnecessary.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>534)</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>535)</td>
<td>I think that students need to have good basic understanding of the pros/cons of using hard copy materials that would normally be in a law office library. I have found increasingly that students default solely or almost exclusively to online searches (google or paid databases) without understanding that for some topics, using key cites or annotated compilations can be far more efficient in targeting research results. As a government attorney with limited access to hard copy sources, I am forced to rely almost solely on on-line sources, but I miss the ability on occasion to go to hard copy sources that can be much faster because of organization, indexing, or other compilations of search aids.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>536)</td>
<td>WestLaw Business is frequently used at my firm.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>538)</td>
<td>A bigger problem is the quality of legal writing. Attorneys submit boilerplate, barely readable materials on a regular basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>542)</td>
<td>I'm surprised that there aren't more low-cost research resources out there. Say, $500 per year. I would subscribe to many of these services at such prices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>550)</td>
<td>I almost exclusively use FastCase, which is similar to a lexis search.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>552)</td>
<td>I work at a satellite office of a large firm. It seems the general practice among associates is to use google scholar to identify cases and then use westlaw or lexis to check if the case is good law and how it has been cited. At a minimum, google scholar is generally used to get a sense of the key terms and buzz words, so a database search is built around accurate terms, and not an expensive wild shot in the dark.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>564)</td>
<td>Legal research is one of the most important things I do as a litigator. I spend as little time as I possibly can on research, but I have to make sure I'm getting the absolute most bang for my buck on the minutes I do spend with research. Law students we have hired for clerks seem to think that there is a luxurious amount of time to spend chasing down the esoteric nuances of topics, when that's the last thing I need or want. Secondary sources can be helpful starting points, but they're not very persuasive; I need caselaw and I need it to be on point and up to date.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>581)</td>
<td>I think law schools really need to improve in the statutory/administrative/legislative history research area.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>585)</td>
<td>With the Internet, case law is updated daily. A decision issued yesterday can appear in the database today. Before filing brief, a quick, date-restricted search should be done to make sure the most recent case is found so that it doesn’t first appear in the opposition’s brief.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>586)</td>
<td>I think law school students make really good researchers because that is a lot of what they do while in law school.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>588)</td>
<td>Research is usually referred to outside counsel. When researching, I will use CaseMaker which is provided as a benefit of my state bar membership.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>591)</td>
<td>I rarely research except in treatises. When I need research, I have an associate do the research.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>595)</td>
<td>I am old enough that I really prefer researching in the books over researching in on line legal research systems. The on line systems let you research by words, while researching in the books lets you research by ideas. I get much better results researching by ideas.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Q13: “Are there any further comments you would like to share regarding legal research in practice?” – open ended response (unedited other than redactions for personal information)

[10] Very important

[11] I find the research tools extraordinarily frustrating. I have found a lawyer in my community who only does research. I e-mail her and she gets back to me right away. She charges $75 per hour and it is much easier than trying to figure out my Lexis program or anything else I have tried to use.

[28] Because I came to rely upon paralegals and associates for legal research in my private practice, when I moved to this government position, I had only myself to rely upon for legal research, and find myself using the Illinois Supreme Court library stacks. I'm grateful that such resources are still available and generally free.

[33] A big factor in legal research in private practice is cost. Finding free and low cost alternatives to Lexis and Westlaw is important. We can't pass these costs on to clients the way Lexis and Westlaw would have you believe.

[40] In the research of Indian Law and Tribal Law it is important that law students understand that they must research on micro-fiche, micro-film, and paper books. So much of the information to use in preparing an argument or defending against an argument is found in these resources. Law students do not seem to understand that not all material has been made into pdfs and are available online. Also, being open to researching in treatises, CJS, and ALR is whether online or hard copy books needs to be stressed because not all counseling to clients is rooted strictly in case law.

[54] Had good preparation for legal research at [Blank]

[71] Most new law school graduates I have worked with are not thorough enough. They find a case they think is on point and then stop. They do not review enough cases and do not make sure the on-point case they found is the current standard. They rarely go to sources beyond case law or statutes unless requested. Legislative history, governmental opinion letters, statute annotations, are good sources of information that they do not typically use.

[82] I use LoisLaw for my on line research -- you should add it to the list

[83] Working for state government, I see that Westlaw & Nexis on-line have priced themselves out of our reach. So we mostly use the state bar's link to a research database, free with our membership. We also use the Lexis disc that comes with our specialty case book. While we are happy to have these, it would be nice for the big companies to consider giving government a cheaper rate.
In other jobs where the research was more demanding, I used Westlaw everyday. This job does not require it.

When I graduated from law school in 1966 it was impossible to imagine the tools that would be available today for legal research. Trying to guess what will come next is impossible. It is important to teach prospective lawyers how to think and how to identify issues but it is more important to teach them "empathy" or how to "feel" for their clients. I just watched the 50th anniversary showing of "To Kill a Mockingbird" and was reminded of why I went to law school. Let's try to train our lawyers to be more like Atticus Finch or Morris Dees or Barack Obama.

Law school students should probably learn the contents of the New Mexico Rules Annotated as part of basic legal research. Many practitioners start with the jury instructions to outline elements needed to prove a case and base discovery, motion practice, and theme of case around them. Additionally, the first two years of litigation practice is typically based on motion practice grounded in the rules of civil procedure and discovery.

I have found that recent law school graduates are too apt to go on line and find a recent appellate or supreme court decision that "appears to fit the need" without the critical analysis required by further research to determine if the case is on point. Unfortunately I see younger judges doing the same. This leads to bad law. On line research is very helpful if used properly. I fear that too many young attorneys believe they can enter a search term into the computer and expect to receive a dispositive answer and not question the information received or follow up on what they see.

Lately interns have been lazy and inefficient. They try to find the quickest and easiest way to get research done and it is extremely sloppy and embarrassing.

Libraries should be places of quiet. No talking area should ever be designated among oft-used books. The noise makes the entire area unusable for legal research, which requires utmost concentration.

My practice is limited to attorneys engaged in the practice of law for a minimum of 25 years.

Don't cancel the research and writing program at BYU, it's the only thing practical you learn your first year.

Legal research and writing is the foundation of any good legal practice. The more time law school can devote to this art the better.

Yes. Your questions seem to be geared to people who are doing legal research geared to litigation. I do not do litigation, but I do like to help people avoid future litigation. So, for example, in looking at the USPTO database, I will also look at the USPTO appeals to see who / which companies or which trademark holders have fought off trademark applications and how
they have done so, based on what, and going up against what types of names. If you know this, you can predict that a certain application will be drawn into challenges. Another form of legal research I do is I download and compile online contracts offered by music service websites. I also download and compile website TOSs. // The traditional litigation based legal research is -- I am very good at it, but I do not need to do it, though when I have free access, I do it for fun sometimes. //

The best thing I learned at SIU was in a talk on how to avoid problem clients. When times are tough, it is easy to accept a client who will be trouble. It is never worth it. I have reflected back on this talk time and time again, and have used the simple checklist from that talk so many times. And -- THAT can be considered legal research - research clients before you agree to work with them.

[147] Generally, I find online research works best when I know what I'm looking for. A trip to the library to look through digests and treatises and restatements is still needed when I'm not sure or am exploring a topic.

[148] Students should familiarize themselves with the use of search engines on the common on-line services like lexis and westlaw.

[150] The only thing anyone needs for legal research is a familiarity with wither westlaw or lexis and an account,

[164] SIU does a terrible job preparing its students for real life legal research. The primary failure is the astoundingly ignorant decision to teach students all about ALWD citation, despite the fact that it is not used anywhere, for any reason. I'd compare it to forcing students attending school to learn about electronics to study up on the ins and outs of beta max.

[193] I use books at the law library in the courthouse in the county in which I live. They have free access to Westlaw that I occasionally us to conduct research but mostly to print out cases I am giving to a judge. Westlaw and Lexis are too expensive to have as a solo attorney practicing in one of the worst economies in the nation.

[196] My office has Westlaw which I find a bit cumbersome. Since my practice is mostly criminal defense and juvenile, I use the annotated statutes the most and have recently discovered the official State of Illinois website to get the latest version of the administrative regulations. Since there are only 2 attorneys in my firm, each with more than 25 years experience, and the ISBA has Fastcase, I think we may cancel our Westlaw subscription.

[201] After working with other recent law students, I can state that Law School prepares its students for legal research better than.

[210] I am old and I like books. I find that young lawyers tend to only read the part of the case that pops up on the search screen, thus missing important context. I find it impossible to
assess a convoluted statute without a book. Please teach CD ROM based research. Most of what I do is off CD ROM. It is so much cheaper to use and allows you to bounce from case to case effortlessly. Easier to cut an paste as well.

[213] It seems to me that an issue with recent law school graduates and law school students in regards to legal research is that when they find case law that is contrary to our client's position, that they immediately stop researching and inform us that our client cannot "win" their case. They find it difficult to continue to research and find some sort of law that will distinguish their prior research.

[216] There are still situations where a practitioner needs to be able to use treatises, bound volumes of regulations, restatements, property records in book or other database form, etc. It was valuable for me to have taught us to use legal reference books and Shepard's as well as Lexis and Westlaw/computer databases.

[218] I only did a little part-time work for two years after I graduated. I no longer keep a license. When I took legal research we did not use computers. I don't think my experience will help you in your survey.

[225] My office's subscription to Westlaw does not include secondary sources. That is why I do not use them. I likely would if I could.

[227] As a federal government attorney, my practice is largely involved with federal statutes and regulations. Therefore, these are always my primary source. Only after thoroughly researching any relevant statutes and/or regulations would I go to other secondary sources.

[245] My experience with recent law graduates is that they do not recognize the specific issue sufficiently to research the issue properly. They are okay on broad issues but not specific issues.

[252] With regard to this survey, I could have used clarity as to what category IICLE is in. I use the IICLE smartbooks (online) function every single week to brush up on topic areas. I can take the cases from IICLE and run them through Westlaw to see if the case is still good or perhaps if there are new cases. I suspect that what I do is similar to what a lot of folks in private practice do, at least this is my experience in talking with lawyers over the years, asking them how they researched something. They go to IICLE then they go to Westlaw (or now presumably they could go to fastcase with the ISBA, or Lexis if they are still in business). I am concerned this survey doesn't capture this and as such may not 3 capture the data you want. I suspect one could say that IICLE and Westlaw fall under the categories provided in the survey, but if that is the case an example needs to be provided so those taking the survey can click away with confidence.

[267] It seems that as attorneys become more dependent on computerized legal research tools, they have less knowledge of seminal cases in the field. Without this awareness, they may entirely overlook important issues.
The use of legal research is very dependent on practice area. As I am a criminal defense attorney, I use it differently from a transactional lawyer.

Family law (a huge practice area) firms in Colorado seem to use Cobar resources and other free resources primarily.

Solos and small firms should be able to rely on free resources provided by the state bar; those have been my primary resources for many years and have rarely proven ineffective. Having access to legal treatises, encyclopedias and similar materials online would be a tremendous help to smaller firms or solos such as me.

I'm not sure my response to #12 is too helpful because it is based upon experience with only one person. I do not know her particular research practices; I only have a feeling based upon the results.

MY LEGAL RESEARCH IS PRIMARILY DONE BY MEMORY, I WAS A ARMY JAB PROSECUTOR FOR OVER 10+ YRS ALONG WITH CONTINUING READING AND RESEARCH KEEPING UP WITH CONCURRENT CASES I AM ALLOWING MYSELF TO KEEP UP TO DATE ON LAWS. MOST LAW STUDENT GRADS ARE NOT EQUIPPED TO RESEARCH UNLESS THAT IS THEIR PRIMARY FOCUS UPON GRADUATION

More familiarity with WestlawNext.

Too often, finding SOMETHING is the goal, not finding what's best.

The problem I continually encounter is that first year associates cite a case because it has "good language," regardless of the outcome of the case. I can't tell you how many times I delete cases from a memorandum because the case comes out against us (and how I salivate when I see that happen in my adversary's brief because then I can use his own case against him). It would be great if the Bigelow program could teach associates that once they are out of law school and are advocates, they need to cite the cases that not only have "good language" (e.g., language setting out the proposition) but actually come out in their client's favor. Even if "THE" case is one that comes out against the client, the student should learn to find and cite to other cases that actually support their client's position. I am also surprised at how infrequently first year associate's pull the cases cited within the cases they cite to--this should be standard operating procedure, to get as fulsome a lay of the land as possible.

Yes. My experience is that lawyers who went to law school after the advent of the internet search for a specific answer/case that fits what they are looking for. They often find one or two without realizing there are 40 or 50 that are exactly against their answer. In the days of book based research with digests, you could still find that one or two but you would also recognize that the other 40 or 50 existed so that you could better inform the person for whom you were doing the research. Finding the tree is important, but understanding its place in the forest is more so.
By referring to Lexis/Nexis, Westlaw and other fee-based services, you’re leaving out our primary database and research tool—Casemaker, available free to members of the Mass. Bar Ass’n. The young lawyers and law students I have worked with almost never start with secondary sources, which means that they begin case research without understanding either the general principles or the particular catch-phrases of the area they’re working in. Their research is 1 case-dominated, and they lose the serendipity of library research as I remember it.. A problem is their inability to imagine and find analogous cases or cases representing general principles outside the particular field in which they’re working. In other words, if I say "find some cases that stand for the principle that litigants may not maintain inconsistent positions in different forums in matters involving the same parties" or "the principal that otherwise confidential material may be used to impeach," they are at a stand.

These comments are based on my experience of when the students come to me. (We don't hire new grads, but we do have student interns, both 2L and 3L). I find that, if you invest the time to discuss the case and highlight what you anticipate as issues/obstacles, then they do much, much better than if you send them off with only a research question. Also, once I teach them how to get into PACER (with which they are generally unfamiliar -- indeed with the concept of a docket!), they find great stuff. I have practiced in a very specialized area that most are unfamiliar with, so I typically have to invest significant time to discuss the basics of the practice area as well before students are able to generate good research.

Primarily rely on readily available soft back volumes (Family Law, Probate Code, etc) and the free legal research tools available online through the State Bar of Texas.

Students need to learn how to research based on the LAW -- not West, or Lexis. Official citation, not Bluebook. Law schools are doing a poor job of teaching the structure and hierarchy of the law, the critical sources, and discipline. All too often I must correct new lawyers and law students that they must site the LAW, not a private publication or secondary source when they state the law. Unfortunately, these bad habits are growing in the profession and some judges cannot correctly cite the law.

In general, students are ill-prepared for a transactional practice in which traditional research tools (e.g. Lexis, Westlaw, etc...) are rarely used. The transactional world is changing very quickly, and graduates need to understand how to quickly review statutes and administrative rules and use their analytical skills to determine whether information gained from best practices guides, web-based articles (blogs, etc...), internet searches is appropriate and correct for a given situation.

Teach us (I'm a recent grad myself) how to conduct research effectively without relying on Westlaw or Lexis. I work at a small firm that cannot afford either, so I'm scrambling to find other cites and resources online (as well as in print).
The biggest barrier to my research, as a state government attorney, is cost. Our Westlaw gives us access to cases and statutes, but nothing else. Thank god for google scholar!

At the top schools, there's still too much emphasis on writing 20 page Blue Booked memos - rather than practical, useful pieces. I work in-house - my non-lawyer colleagues don’t want 20 page of Blue Book citations - they need cost-effective, timely practical solutions. I need to get the right answer from Free sources - online and through relationships with my colleagues.

Only practice makes one efficient and effective in doing legal research. Be creative in using words and phrases. Many times the courts use a phrase or words which we do not use in daily life. Try using as many words and phrases as possible in trying to snag a line of cases.

No

Could utilize law review articles and Restatements better.

The O'Connor's Guides are mainstay reference sources. Those did not appear to fall within any of the mentioned categories. We have approximately 7 current edition of different guides, even though we are a labor and employment law boutique. They are extremely useful and particularly handy in court.

The Texas State Bar CLE online library is very useful.

I don't know if law schools are still teaching book research, but it is a waste of time in this age. Learning your way around terms and connectors and headnotes and Westlaw sources is a much better use of time.

As my answers will show, I find that recent law school graduates tend to rely too heavily on pure computer research and in particular on word searches. They seem not to be trained to survey secondary sources first to get the "lay of the land" before heading off into terms and connectors searches on Lexis and Westlaw.

In a non-litigation setting I think so much of the focus is on (or should be on) knowledge management. Obviously basic research skills are important for junior level associates, but after that, it is so critical to develop systems to manage the knowledge you've acquired, the precedents you've created/used (and those your firm has created/used) and to effectively figure out where to find things quickly. Obviously a law librarian is helpful in that regard, but a lot of this needs to be maintained (or at least monitored/directed) on a practice group or attorney level.

Law students should become familiar with EDGAR.

You may want to disregard my thoughts.
If a new lawyer is specializing in one area of practice, it is definitely easy to start forgetting how to do research in other fields.

Probably the best skill you could teach is how to use terms and connectors effectively. If there were some way to go from my Lexis paid database to the ALR, treatises, etc, directly without paying a fee, that would be very helpful. I don't use them often enough to pay for them, so I just do without.

I currently subscribe to Lexis, but when my contract is over I will not renew. I don't use it enough to justify the cost and the NV bar offers a similar search for free to NV Bar members that works almost as well.

I'm in IP law. I only research a very narrow slice of law and I am familiar with most of it...so I'm not exacty your target audience for this research survey.

One of the growing databases used by many attorneys, especially those of us in small firms is Fastcase. This service is typically provided free through state bar websites. It is cost effective and almost as good as Westlaw or Lexis. It was not mentioned in the survey at all. Access to free databases is important to small firms and I would suggest greater emphasis on these site. The problem I encountered in transitioning from Law School to practice was that because you had complete and free access to everything on West and Lexis in school, you never learned how to research with limited or no access to them which is what you'll experience in many instances after graduation. Also I would add, that no one, and I mean no one, uses paper books anymore. Spending an entire semester learning to research in the hard copy digests is a waste of time.

We had one Intern from BYU law school who was exceptional. We had an intern from another law school whose skills needed improvement.

WestLaw Next and LexisAdvance are jokes. Why are the major legal databases trying to make searches like Google? Give me terms and connectors any day over the sloppy Google-like searches of the allegedly new and improved versions of West and Lexis.

This survey seems focused on a a traditional law practice. It has little application to my work as a tax attorney working in the tax compliance and planning group of a major US multinational corporation.

The nature of my practice relies heavily on the skills of outside counsel and their work product. There is very little intitual work product which I generate.

I practice almost exclusively in the area of securities law. I primarily use free online resources (SEC and state securities regulators’ websites and state and federal statutes) and paid Lexis securities law and public records databases. I follow changes in law and rules on the official regulators' websites on a regular basis.
This was an odd survey. The survey did not take into account people who were retired or preparing to retire from active legal practice, who had something to contribute to the incoming lawyers regarding legal research. Nothing was asked about the actual persons conducting the primary legal research—the attorney him/herself or paralegals, or even a combination of persons. Questions 5, 6, and 7 were completely missing from the survey. This oversight of missing pages/questions should invalidate the survey. [Authors’ Note: Given responses received to questions 5, 6, and 7, this appears to have been an isolated incident.] When will the results be shared?

See my prior comment about gmail being my private Westlaw. Westlaw for a solo in California was running about $500 a month and I had contract attorneys routinely run up thousand dollar research bills. My practice was small business and individuals who could not support such costs. I discovered that blogs and bulletin boards were literally priceless sources of knowledge. The federal law library and the various research strategies I learned in 1990 became almost completely irrelevant. I would purchase an annotated code in particular areas and that would always take me where I needed to go. I reserved westlaw searches only for appellate briefs and particularly thorny motions—but westlaw is so bloated and irrelevant these days that it has become almost malpractice to rely on it.

I typically hire third years to do my legal research and pay them an hourly rate.

It would be nice to have a job where I conduct legal research. No such luck.

Once a young attorney finds a position, he or she should make themselves acquainted as thoroughly and soon as possible with practice guides and research options particular to that jurisdiction. There is in reality very little reference to the law of other jurisdictions, at least in a large state with a well-developed practice guide library.

I assign research projects to others. Hence, I do not do my own case cite checking, or Westlaw etc searches. I just do preliminary checks for the "lay of the land", refine what I need researched, and make assignments to associates. So many of the questions above assume the reponse is coming from some who does all research himself.

Frankly, when I need real legal research done, I call a law librarian. It's cheaper to the client and much faster. It usually takes 3-4 years to get associates to forget everything they were taught in their legal research class and start using their minds to figure out how to research something without resorting to broad-based open ended and largely useless while expensive searches on either Westlaw or LEXIS, depending on which source the law school pushed them to use. 90% of what we do day in and day out as attorneys is already in a treatise or secondary source, which at the very least will get a researcher started most of the way to the answer and/or at least a citation to the critical cases, and law students know nothing about those sources. It as if they don't exist with the emphasis law schools placed on primary sources.

I am a labor and employment attorney. I usually spend a couple of hours
with new associates teaching them to use BNA. Not a single one in my 25+ years of supervising them has ever seen it before starting at a firm. It is the fundamental resource of every labor and employment lawyer I know. Sorry to sound off on this, but you have hit a very sore point with me.

[515] No

[528] In my experience, new grads and law students (clerks) do not ask enough questions before, during, or after completing an assignment. This frequently results in mediocre work product that does not apply to the issue at hand. On several occasions many of the issues discussed with the individual were not addressed and the individuals ignored the request to report periodically for progress checks and feedback to get the research on track.

[531] I have a somewhat unique quasi-legal position. I rarely use WestLaw anymore but have found Thomson Reuters Checkpoint to be a valuable resource for researching employee benefits and health care reform compliance issues, especially with the EBIA Benefits Compliance Library. I’m not sure if I knew about this resource during law school- it may have been a more recent development or I may have been focused more on general legal research and looking at cases.

[532] Most everything can be found on the web or, as bar members, through bar association websites. When I started Wests tried to sell me a $10,000 set of case reporters and statute books. I thought I was really advanced paying $2,000 for CD's that had all of that on it. Now all the case reporters are available through the bar association for free and the state legislature has the statutes online. For the cost of an internet connection you have it all. (Wests & Lexis are way overpriced.)

[533] I think the internet resources move us gradually from paid databases to free forms of research. Google and Wikipedia-type sites make accessing the law a bit easier and cheaper. We're still at the point where Westlaw and Lexis are almost necessary resources, but I can't imagine it will stay that way for long. Services like WestlawNext seem to be an attempt to add value to the resources with the implicit acknowledgment that some of their services are moving toward obsolete or unnecessary.

[534] None

[535] I think that students need to have good basic understanding of the pros/cons of using hard copy materials that would normally be in a law office library. I have found increasingly that students default solely or almost exclusively to online searches (google or paid databases) without understanding that for some topics, using key cites or annotated compilations can be far more efficient in targeting research results. As a government attorney with limited access to hard copy sources, I am forced to rely almost solely on on-line sources, but I miss the ability on occasion to go to hard copy sources that can be much faster because of organization, indexing, or other compilations of search aids.
WestLaw Business is frequently used at my firm.

A bigger problem is the quality of legal writing. Attorneys submit boilerplate, barely readable materials on a regular basis.

I'm surprised that there aren't more low-cost research resources out there. Say, $500 per year. I would subscribe to many of these services at such prices.

I almost exclusively use FastCase, which is similar to a lexis search.

I work at a satellite office of a large firm. It seems the general practice among associates is to use google scholar to identify cases and then use westlaw or lexis to check if the case is good law and how it has been cited. At a minimum, google scholar is generally used to get a sense of the key terms and buzz words, so a database search is built around accurate terms, and not an expensive wild shot in the dark.

Legal research is one of the most important things I do as a litigator. I spend as little time as I possibly can on research, but I have to make sure I'm getting the absolute most bang for my buck on the minutes I do spend with research. Law students we have hired for clerks seem to think that there is a luxurious amount of time to spend chasing down the esoteric nuances of topics, when that's the last thing I need or want. Secondary sources can be helpful starting points, but they're not very persuasive; I need caselaw and I need it to be on point and up to date.

I think lawschools really need to improve in the statutory/administrative/legislative history research area.

With the Internet, case law is updated daily. A decision issued yesterday can appear in the database today. Before filing brief, a quick, date-restricted search should be done to make sure the most recent case is found so that it doesn't first appear in the opposition's brief.

I think law school students make really good researchers because that is a lot of what they do while in law school.

Research is usually referred to outside counsel. When researching, I will use CaseMaker which is provided as a benefit of my state bar membership.

I rarely research except in treatises. When I need research, I have an associate do the research.

I am old enough that I really prefer researching in the books over researching in on line legal research systems. The on line systems let you research by words, while researching in the books lets you research by ideas. I get much better results researching by ideas.
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Q18: “Are there any further comments you would like to share regarding legal research in practice?” – open ended response (unedited other than redactions for personal information)

[3] The Summers and First Years we are getting do not understand secondary sources or how to use them appropriately. Some of them do not even know how to use the index. I think more emphasis should be on secondary sources.

[6] New associates need more skill in 1) asking questions to define the research task assigned, 2) thinking about the variety of research sources available and selecting the right source to start, 3) when using wexis selecting the appropriate search, transactional or hourly, and developing cost efficient searches.

[7] I'd love it if law schools taught the basics of using an index, knowing how to broaden one's topic to find a treatise that fits, and how to save money on research.

[8] In my experience, recent law school grads / new associates are extremly bright, quick learners, and even when they are unsure where to start, they are eager to take direction and can adapt and quickly cover a lot of research ground in a short period of time. They are certainly relying more and more on the results of their natural language style searching. You could blame Google, but I don't see a need to place blame. These youngsters are smart, and very aware that case law is by far the most important aspect of their research. They understand (with emphasis from the Library staff) that natural language searching (either WestSearch on WestlawNext, or the Lexis Advance algorithm) will not always meet all the needs of a particular project, but is a great way to start and get a set of search results that will lead you to more head notes and sources.

[10] Many new graduates do not understand the difference between a table of contents and an index, let alone how to use one. Most catch on though. There are many practical aspects to the legal world for which we are understandably their first exposure--such as dockets and obtaining court pleadings. We emphasize the importance of secondary materials and often get new associates to start using those first as a starting point in their research. One of the biggest challenges is simply getting the new associate to express their research problem clearly and then work on which resources would be a good place to start. This is a matter both of communication skills (theirs and ours) and a broader understanding of the legal world.

[19] We have recently added recent law school graduates to our firm and the difference between them and attorneys who were trained on traditional Lexis and Westlaw is VAST. They do not seem to have the analytical skills to break a research question into the component legal concepts.

[33] I don't think our associates are given any training on being cost-effective before they get to the firm. Their unlimited usage on Wexis does not help matters. I don't know what the law
schools are doing with regard to teaching print products--it would be great if they just gave
some basics. (Even for tools that used to be print that they are using online.) And focused on
starting with secondary sources if you don't know anything about the subject, instead of just
jumping online researching random terms, whether it be Google or Westlaw.

[42] Our law firm practices insurance defense so cutting edge legal research isn't required. I
encourage our new associates to use West's digests (in print) so they can browse to understand
how the caselaw relates and also to pick up possible arguments they may have not thought of. I
discourage legal research by terms & connectors only & encourage associates to get 1 good
case & follow it in secondary material to get a feel for that legal question.

[45] We are an ALM law 100 firm and we get the cream of the crop in Summer associates and
fall associates. While our newer researchers are very intelligent they are usually not well
grounded in secondary legal research services. While as Director I no longer do legal research, I
work with the manager of research in the Library and we try to overcome the deficits in legal
researching that we see which programs that teach our researchers the traditional services,
using cite checking services to follow legal issues, and Lexis and Westlaw training which focuses
on cost effective efficiencies. I think we do a good job and I feel that our more seasoned
researchers understand how to research in a methodical manner using many traditional
resources. We emphasize that word in text searching is good after the researcher familiarizes
themselves in the language of the issues they are researching. This is best accomplished by
treatises, encyclopedias, restatements, hornbooks, etc.

[56] New atts need to use secondary resources better

[62] In my opinion new attorneys and summer associates rely far too much on Google. And their
search skills are atrocious because of it. They do not understand how to formulate a search and
then locate or focus to get more on-point results. I routinely see search sessions where the new
associate has conducted 12 or 15 searches in a single session, which in my opinion is
unacceptable.

[64] I have found that new attorneys do an excellent job of case law research b/c law school
studies emphasis that. However, they don't quite "get" regulatory research and struggle with
the area of law they are practicing in a practical way.

[65] Need to know how to use free government resources (Fds, Thomas), Hein for older
government materials. Balance between the cost of a search versus the cost of their time
especially when it comes to more fixed costs.

[66] I think the tools that my attorneys use depend on the age/stage of the lawyer. The
younger associates jump online; the older lawyers tend to use print sources as a first step.

[69] Law students need to better learn how the legislative and regulatory process works!

[72] I don't mind lack of knowledge, but when the Summer Associates argue that "Freedom
of Information Act" means that all information is free and won't be persuaded otherwise, it
gets hard to start the discussion about cost effective legal research.

[78] We are shedding our print resources as quickly as the attorneys will allow. It is a space issue as well as cost, and firm management is less willing to pay for the same content in multiple formats.

[79] I think a generalized training in how to use a database/any database, where to to find the help, scope, built in tools would be useful.

[81] You asked about WestlawNext. We subscribe but we still have "classic" Westlaw which is what almost everyone uses. WestlawNext is rarely used.

[85] some of your questions cannot be answered as I cannot guess what my attorneys do at all times. you might want to re-word your questions in the future.

[87] My newer attorneys repeatedly ask for print materials because they prefer working with books. Please keep teaching them how to use the books as they prefer print over online resources in many instances.

[95] The empty search box is a pretty poor interface to legal knowledge.

[99] Law students can't name the three branches of government, don't know how a bill becomes a law and don't know the difference between a statute and a regulation.

[103] Until they use it in real life they don't understand how to do legal research very well. We offer classes by area of law to get the up to speed. That seems to help.

[104] Students come to us thinking that they can use "google-like" research techniques, i.e., type a search and then give up if it's not on point. They seem to have a poor grasp of the value of persuasive arguments as opposed to precedent.

[106] Don't jump directly into a case law database when beginning research in a new subject. Try to get an overview from a treatise or practice guide or law review article and see what the important primary source documents are on that subject. Learn the power of docket searching.

[112] I work for an international non-profit, so my answers may be very atypical. I hope it doesn't skew your results too much. One thing that students are not particularly well versed in after law school is foreign and international legal research. Even students who are especially interested in practicing international law or working in different countries, do not have a strong grounding in Fell.

[115] I don't usually know how our attorneys start a research project. I only know when they don't find what they want to find. That is when they come to the research librarians. I suspect that they start with Google and become frustrated. They are not likely to tell us that they cannot find everything in Google.

[116] The above applies to law school grads who did not take a class in advanced legal research. Those who did score Very Well for all questions. I wish it were a required course:-)
The question you did not ask was whether they know how to start research without searching online databases and the answer is no. New students barely know what a treatise is and they, for the most part, don’t know how to use them. They don’t know what a table of cases or a table of statutes does or how to use either. they don’t know how to figure out whether someone has already talked about their issue. They need more practice using secondary sources.

You only asked about WestlawNext -however, I find that many people prefer and continue to use Westlaw.com.

Make sure law school students know how the court system works and what the difference is between statutes and regulations. Many times, I have had to explain to new attorneys what each court does and how statutes and/or regulations are created. The problem with online research is that it does not show how each court flows from one to the other as you can see when you use books.

There are some generational patterns to legal research (though younger attorneys use more print sources than older attorneys, and older attorneys understand the key number system, head notes, and digests better than younger attorneys). I think this is largely a result of younger attorneys having free access to lexis and westlaw in school, and older attorneys understanding cross-referencing better. One of the biggest complaints I have about our younger associates is that when they get legal research assignments 1) they don’t know what questions to ask the assigning attorney, 2) they don’t understand the importance of jurisdiction, and 3) their understanding of how the pieces of the law work together isn’t that good (especially statutes vs. regulations, etc, on legislative and administrative side). I'm certain they were taught these things, but might not have understood the context, so the information didn't really sink in and stay with them into practice?

Law schools: Don’t teach Lexis Advance, BLAW or WLNext until you know that the firms have adopted these products. Skip natural language. Ensure solid research skills foundation using critical thinking skills and how to respond and adapt to an assignment not react to it by jumping on to Wexis. Teach students to make choices based on the employer's environment and toolbelt options, not just to assume that Wexis and BLAW and document delivery will be waiting for them at no charge so include pricing. Respectfully, we have to undo the patterns learned in law school and re-educate for the real world and new realities.

It's not easy to generalize about a large group of attorneys with practices in different subject areas. Some are more comfortable with books, some are more comfortable online. Some practices tend to be case law oriented (litigation) while others rely more heavily on government websites (securities, labor). One of the problems with "Legal Research" as it is usually taught in law school is that it is geared to finding case law opinions, and occasionally statutes, and there's not as much emphasis on SEC documents, court documents, company information, etc., unless the student takes a specialized or "advanced" research class. I tried to answer these questions based on a "typical" recent grad, but of course there are individuals who would fit almost all of the answers to each question. Hope that makes sense. Basically,
there's little opportunity to hone actual research skills in law school, beyond the required legal research class. Down with the case book method!

[139] I have met maybe 4 newly minted law school grads/bar passers who know what they're doing in the way of legal research. The balance of the recent law school grad who come into our county law library can't find their way out of a paper sack. I've had to create a series of legal research classes to help these students (along with the general public) understand the rudimentary elements of legal research because their law school failed to do so (and, yes, that is the correct word -failed). Thousands of dollars spent on legal research and writing classes in law school and these people haven't a freaking clue what to do once they walk in the front doors. I suspect it's because law schools focus so heavily on bar pass rates that they don't give two bits about a person's ability to actually practice law once they get out in the real world.

[140] The average law student who comes to the firm as a "law intern" or "law clerk" (we don't call them summer associates any longer) has abysmal legal research skills. There are a few bright stars -usually ones who have worked for professors or on law review, but on average, they are truly incompetent researchers. They generally believe that all research is like Google searching, that "the law" consists entirely of caselaw, and do not have any understanding of statutes and regulations. There is also a broader problem of lack of understanding of basic library skills, such as how to use an index, or a table of contents, or that those tools even exist! Constructing keyword searches to represent concepts or using subject headings are foreign to them. I could go on for quite a while, so please call or write if you would like further details. Thank you for your work on this project and good luck!

[142] If students are only taught how to use Lexis Advance and WestlawNext (and not the .com versions as well), they will have to adjust to firms which don't have any plans to move to these products in the near future (ie. several years). They will have to be thoroughly trained on the .coms when they get to these firms. Lexis and Westlaw are pushing these new platforms which shift charges from searches to everything one looks at in search results. And while students in schools don't have to worry about Lexis and Westlaw charges, clients and partners in firms scrutinize these. Lexis Advance and WestlawNext are trying to emulate Google searching, but unfortunately, a lot of people are not very good Google searchers in the first place. So, couple Google-like search results with cost contraints of looking at all the results, and one ends up with superficial researchers.

[143] These questions are drafted as though all research questions are approached in the same way with the same resources utilized. This is an absurd assumption. There should be boxes with each question so that we can clarify answers. For example, we have evaluated WestlawNext but I do not think I will make it available to the attorneys in my office. There are may other databases to which we subscribe that are practice specific -none of these were even touched upon in this survey. I really think you should go back to the drawing board --as presently constituted I don't think you will derive benefit [for any of us] from this survey. It is too general and too simplistic.
Probably one of the biggest problems encountered in the law firm setting for recent law school graduates, is the culture shock of NOT having free access to online legal research. The concept of charging it back to the client is VERY difficult for them to accept. ....... but... it's reality.

New associates do not understand billing or billable hours, cost recover, let alone the cost of online resources. Law schools should be teaching students that they must account for how and when they used expensive online resources. They need to understand that clients get billed back use of online tools. They need to be told that "flat rate" doesn't mean clients are not paying via other cost recover methods. The number one mistake I see (and I could easily come up with a list of 10+) is that new attorneys start their research in a case law database, then muck around for hours, wasting valuable time and money -when the answer they need is in a secondary source and could have been found cheaply and within minutes. Time is money. Time is billable. New associates do not understand this at all... because NO ONE tells them while they are in law school. The other thing I'd like to point out is that at most law schools the students graduate and go to small or mid-sized law firms where they have very limited or no access to lexis, westlaw, bloomberg and other expensive databases. Most need to learn other, free or low cost databases, not hours and hours of Wexis. They need to be taught how to look for and fine FREE AND LOW COST databases. They need to have an awareness that many other databases other than WEXIS are available and how to find them, how to determine if they are authoritative. Take the emphasis of WEXIS and put it on other free and low cost databases. Also, do not let the reps teach how to use WEXIS. Librarians are better teachers, better researcher and better at *cost effective research*. For god's sake stop letting the patients (reps) run the looney bin (training). Ugh! End of rant....

Please teach secondary sources as a starting point. Please teach cost AND TIME effectiveness.

For some reason -they all assume Lexis will not be "as good as" Westlaw. They have no idea about Casemaker.

I think it is extremely important that the Librarians be the ones to provide guidance to the resources on Google and other Internet sites. They are going to use them anyway, so we should make sure they use them well!!

Although it is getting better recent graduates still do not understand the cost of online research and how to use the services in a cost effective matter. They tend to be shocked when I tell them how much it really costs. While most of our recent graduates can find a regulation, they do not understand the rule making process and the importance of the information that is included in it.